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only be applied 

!> at least in half with a trade- 
ed bv the firm recently. 

lease bills . 
em*», Magnuson now offers alternatives to announced 
• IBM line, from the 370/138 to the bottom Under tlv 
. company officials said here. disguised 

i run present IBM operating systems includ- teed tradc- 
nounced for the 4300. according to Magnu- or lease a 
tat it would implement firmware to handle terns by 
announced with the IBM unitsr - ranges bet 
Magnuson said it would Continue to offer its list, price I 
indu'd operating systems and maintenance systems b 
5h IBM has begun to charge for operating 1*81. 
(Continued on Page 6) * The perc 

i described. 
! industry 
ght be rep* 

i offering • 

cample the 
>*mpuier sys 

I had not offered such high al- 
ihines and usually negotiated 

aiisly IBM I 

.imilar program' 
vim h had little 3*0/50*. last 

iffcrod users-who purchased 

I ^*>78 $30,000 off the purchase 
>f a 370/118 through 370/148. 

if r a me ge 

?rs who have acquired the 

DBMS SAN FRANCISCO - Within the 
next six to nine months. IBM is likely 
to announce a freeze on its Informa- * 
tiifn Management System (IMS).data 
ba?e management system (DBMS) as a 
prelude to the introduction of an alter¬ 
native product, probably a* relational 
DBMS, consultant Stephen L. Robin- 

IBM by MarCh jlting dislocation probably 
.deflect IBM from its in- i urrently i 

kc this before menti 
observed, "so As 
d.if IBM does lated. 

aunt sc heme 
probably become 

(Continued on Page 4) why the firm This move would be a severe blow to 
current users and would virtually "cut . 
[them] off at the knees." Robinson 
warned rat the Infotech-International. 
Inc. conference on IBM. The Next 
Five Years." held here last week. 
Much of the trouble that d DBMS 

announcement might create for IMS 
Users would stem from'the IMS freeze 
that would almost certainly precede or 

Under such a freeze. IBM would prob¬ 
ably limit 1M5 support for its existing 
systems and remove the support en¬ 
tirely for*future systems like the antici¬ 
pated M series CPUs, according to 
Robinson, who hfeads his own consult- 
ing’firm. S.L. Robinson & Associates. 

By E. Drake Lundell Jr. 

ttfTSSl reduce prices to. an 
amount lower than or equal to that 
quoted by the competitor 

Several users — who asked not .to be 

field *when they were considering 
memory upgrades. 

And one competitor. Computer En¬ 
hancement Corp. in Costa Mesa, Cab 

(Continued on Page 8) " 

firm charges users Who do look at al- Willia 

Several users last week confirmed In 
that NCR has cut its bids on such not a 
equipment when faced with competi- turner 
tion. and Cotnputerworld has obtained the in 
an internal NCR memo spelling out ing q 
that policy- NCR refused to comment, merrn 

Magnuson introductions IBM Offers Trade-In Deal 

Keep4d°°I:t.*oi,ing Cutting 158 Lease in Half 
SANTA CLARA. Calif.-The pot continued to boil last-week By E. Drake Lundell Ji 

in r.eat tion to IBM s 4300 series as Magnuson Systems Corp. jn- CW Staff 
troduced three systems bracketing tne 4341 in performance and WHITE PLAINS N Y. — Us 

Freeze on IMS Updates Predicted 

NCR Haggling Over 'Fixed Price' Gear 

DAYTON. Ohio - NCR Corp use 

In response to competition [sic|. 
quotations on Century or Criterion 
memory, we are at the present time 
countering these quotes provided a 
copy of the vendor's quotation is sub¬ 
mitted. NCR vice-president Gilbert P. 

Airlines Dig Up Models to Cope With Fuel Cuts 
location Model pul into operation in 1973, 

National was the first airline to use linear 
programming to address fuel shortages in 
planning, Darnell said. The model specifies 
for each flight the best vendor and location 
to pick up fuel, based on availability, fuel 
cost, flight data, the amount of fuel burned 
in flight and the cost of carrying extra fueL 

The others do not have a scarcity formula 
built into iheir systems. They optimise 

(Continued on Page o) 
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Kardios Systems Corp. created 

Cl^nnTcontr'dWor^CCWMi 

COMMUNICATIONS 

MICROCOMPUTING 

Kardios Plans $70,000 Model of PE 3220 
With 4341 Throughput, 370 Compatibility 

By Brad Schultz 
CW Staff 

GA1THERSBERG, Md. - A $70,000 
version of Perkin-Elmer Corp s (PE) 

week, described as matching the 
throughput of IBM's 4341 mainframe 

system by enhancing the 3220's firm¬ 
ware to run IBM code and accept IBM 
peripherals under PE’s multi-tasking 
05/32 operating system. The Duo 
70-E includes PE's^lM-byte main 

logger and CRT console, a Kardios 

5 Wth Th" 3220 8M b 17 d t 
memory access bandwidth, the* Duo 

throughput of IBM's 4331 system, he 

Itel 'Microfast' Boosts 
370/145 Into 148 Range 

By Don Leavitt 
CW Staff 

SAN FRANCISCO - Microfast/- 
VSl Assist, a microcode-based en¬ 
hancement package introduced last 
week by Itel Corp., provides a 10% to 

IBM 370/145* running under OS/ 
V51, a spokesman claimed. 

Microfast is functionally equivalent 
to the .VSl Assist portion of IBM s 
370/148 Extended Control Program 
Support (ECPS). he said. Its main 

to perform certain often-used system 
routines contained in the Model 145's 

The package is self-contained and re- 

yond the microcode supplied by IBM. 
Therefore no hardware changes are 
needed and there is no interference 
with the machine s normal microcode. 

Going into detail, the vendor said the 
major functional areas treated by Mi- 

Benchmarks showed a 10% improve¬ 
ment in elapsed time and a decrease in 
CPU usage when Microfast was used 
to' compile and execute a typical job- 
stream. When Microfast assisted in in¬ 
creasing the CCW translation speed 
and improving channel activity of 
l/O-bound CPUs, the CPU — being 
less heavily committed to system over¬ 
head — was able to execute the I/O in¬ 
structions faster. 

Itel said the advantages to be gained 
from using Microfast will include re¬ 

problem state time, lower CPU usage 
and increased channel utilization. 
Microfast is ready for immediate de- 

each CPU. It is loaded during Initial 
Microprogram Load (IMPL). 

The software is available for a mini¬ 
mum monthly rental cost of $500. Itel 
said from One. Embarcadero Center, 

claimed. The 4331 s bandwidth is ri 
portedly 512K byte/sec. . 

However. Kardios has not yet con 
pared the times required by the 4. 

times needed by the 70-E, the spo 
man admitted. Instead, thb throug! 
claims are extrapolated from time 
corded for. the Duo 70 — anc 
firmware rewrite based on PE's i 
merly Interdata s) 7/32 superniini 
Kardios introduced in 1977 to com 
with IBM'S 370/138 [CW. July 
1977J. 

In fact, Kardios does not yet ha 
3220 because PE has not started tf 
liver the system, a PE spokesman 
firmed. However,.the systems h 
said it stands ready to take procet 
as they are introduced by PE's C 
puter Systems Division, modify 
firmware to permit IBM compatit 
and market them. 

Hence, unlike the 3220 from PE 
Duo 70-E can execute routines wr 
in IBM assembler. Cohol; Fortran, 
and all other standard [IBM] ' 

pilers,' the spokesman stated. 
While none of IBM's operating 

terns will support the Duo 70-E. 
OS/32 will handle up to 32 b 
ground memory partitions and 
foreground tasks, the spokesman 

Aside from the IBM compatib 
the .Kardios system offers essenl 
the - same capabilities as the 3 
which debuted as the first of PE's 
jected 3200 series of superminis 
three weeks ago^CW, Feb. 19.J. 
. PE has agreed to install and mair 
the Duo 70-E via its.standard ma 
nance agreements. 

Kardios is located at 26 N. Sut 
St., Gaithersberg, Md. 20760. 

On the Inside This Week 



Ohio Medical Indemnity 
evaluates software... 

Selects ADR’s 
ROSCOE, LOOK 

and 
The LIBRARIAN. 

Sorry about that, IBM. 

ROSCOE selected over TSO 
and VSPC. 

“ When we converted from DOS 
to VS1, we wanted a replace¬ 
ment for CMS," explained Joe 
Petras, Technical Support 
Manager (left). “We couldn't 
use TSO because it wasn’t 
supported on VS1. So we 
evaluated IBM's VSPC against 
ROSCOE and concluded that 
ROSCOE was by far the better 
product for our program 
development. 

"Even though we’ve now con¬ 
verted to MVS and could switch 
to TSO, our programmers are 
very happy with ROSCOE and 
don’t want to change. Besides, 
TSO would utilize about 24% 
of the CPU’s capacity. The 
entire ROSCOE system uses 
only 4-6% of total CPU. We now 
do almost everything in the 
systems area through ROSCOE. 

Compared to our card environ¬ 
ment, we see a probable 
productivity gain of 50-60%." 

ROSCOE speeds MVS 
conversion. 

Gary Hall, Director of the 
company’s Data Center (right), 
commented: “IBM and others 
indicated that conversion from 
VS1 to OS/MVS would take 
from 3-6 months. Using 
ROSCOE, we converted in 
record time—six weeks."' 

LOOK tunes MVS system. 

"We evaluated several perform¬ 
ance monitors and concluded 
that LOOK was best suited for 
our needs," Mr. Petras said. "It 
gives us valuable information 
while using very little CPU." 

“ During our conversion to MVS, 
we used LOOK heavily to tune 
the system. Without LOOK, it 
would have been nearly im¬ 

possible,” added Mr. Hall. "We 
use it constantly to examine 
our environment—to improve 
response time and to evaluate 
requests for additional hard¬ 
ware and memory." 

“We've been able to put our 
libraries on 30 cylinders in¬ 
stead of 150,” commented Mr. 
Hall. "And we no longer have 
to compress our test library. 
The LIBRARIAN should justify 
its cost in six months.” 

Ohio Medical Indemnity. Worthington, 
Ohio, is the fifth largest Blue Shield 
Plan in the U.S. It pays over 14000 
medical claims a day and answers 

the company has moved from an IBM 
360/30, through a 370/135. / 145 and 
/158. and has just installed IBM's 
newest generation computer, the 3032. 

ADR. The leader in Datapro Software Awards 1977 and 1978 for IBM 360/370 products. 
Over 9000 products installed. 

on ROSCOE, LOOK, The LIBRARIAN and ol 

D VOLLIE™ for online DOS/VS C DATACOM/DB for d 

^ APPLIED DATA RESEARCH the on-line software builders® 
1^ Route 206 Center, CN-8, Princeton, NJ 08540, Telephone: (609) 924-9100 
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picions of prosecutor Hossein 
dga'r as well as the facilities man- 
ment firm’s point-by-point denials, 
ording to Bob Dudney of the Times 
raid's Washington bureau. 

. Although two EDS executives - Bill 
Gaylord and Paul Chiapparone — were 
imprisoned by Iranian authorities for 
nearly two months, EDS itself was 
never formally'charged with, wrongdo- 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
In the Development and Support of 

CA-SOFTWARE 
[You saw our advertisement on the back page 

of this issue, so why not join the leaders 
by joining the CA Family.] 

especially interested Dadgar, the memo 
said. In November 1976, EDS signed 
the contract, scheduled for completion 
in three years, with the Social Security 
Organization (SSO). 

After the.signing. MHW and its 
chief. Shojaeddin Sheikoleslamzadeh, 

tirtn," but only subject to 
Dadgar. The prosecutor’ 
under way months befr 

lions: Dr. H. Towliati of Iran's Plan 
and Budget Agency. 

EDS had persuaded MHW to estab¬ 
lish a centralized computing services 
unit, which Towliati reportedly ran for 
a few months until the firm hired him 
"to advise the ministry officials." 

Dadgar considered Towliati's rela¬ 
tionship with EDS to be illegal, Dud- 

e time [MHW] was coming t 
ist summer, Chiapparone am 
ie [ministry’s] top deputie 

Computer Associates, an inter¬ 
nationally known software 
company, is seeking qualified 
people to join our extremely 
successful and rapidly growing 
organization-. 
CA develops and markets 
system software products tor -’ 
tire IBM 360/370 series. Users 
of CA products now number 
well over 5,000 world-wide. 

for high-caliber professional 
staff with a strong IBM 
background. The right people 
can look forward to rewarding 

good knowledge of DOS, 
DOS/VS and/or OS, OS/VS 
Operating Systems. You must 
enjoy working with people and 
have enthusiastic cabability to 
resolve customer problems 
quickly and present our pro¬ 
ducts confidently in a concise 
and professional manner. 

• BAL PROGRAMMERS 
Candidates must have a very 
good knowledge of DOS/VS 
and/or OS/VS Operating 

Prior experience in the 
development of proprietary 
system utility packages is a 
BIG plus. 

Golden opportunity to work 
on the development of new 
software products and the 
enhancement of our establish¬ 
ed products: 
CA-SORT, .CA-DYNAM/D, 
CA-DYNAM/T, CA-DYNAM/FI, 
CA-JASPER+ f. CA-MAINT. 

appropriate individuals as 
shown in the coupon below 
(Computer Associates is an 
equal opportunity employer) 

800-221-4767 

^ Send your Resume In confidence to: 

Bal Programmers Systems Engineers 

0^ COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 

&
□
□
□
□
 



■,tap. for example; the M80/3 is con- cle time of 
vertible to the M60/4, M80/32. The upgraded M80/3 offers per- 
MSO/42 or M80/43. Magnuson said. formance which is 50% greater than 

The M80/4 upgrade increases the the IBM 370/138 and 50% higher than 
processing power of that unit by SO* the 4331. Magnuson sa.d. At die same 
and the M80/3 options provide per- time, the price on the unit has been cut 
formance increased of up to 200*. the from S205 000 to S180.000 fo.■ , umt 
firm claimed. with lM byte of memory and three 

New Business Opportunity for 
Mini-Computer Service Bureaus 

. Turnkey business computer systems, dniuned snecificallv for 
mini-service bureaus, are now being offered by Northrop 

DalaThe*Tvstcms provide a highly cost-effective method of 
. offering on-line, real time computer services to as many as 32 or 

your individual customers Each user will have access to his d, 
base for entry, inquiry or printout on his own terminal/pnntet 

Yi»ur start up costs and lead time to bring your accounts on 
stream are virtually eliminated since the systems come with 

' complete software packages Additions and change, if required, 
can be simply accommodated by your staff since a BASIC 
language, and English type report writer is included. 

Northrop Data Systems, has long been a recognized leader in 
supplying in-house mini-computer systems for health care and 
manufacturing industries. This same basic technology has been 
applied to the new systems available for use by mini-computer 

Specific application packages currently available include! 

Airlines Dig Up DP Models 

insurance Form Processing 
Patient Record Keeping 
Diagnostic Reporting 

Management Reports 
Payroll 
Accounts Payablc/General Ledger 

Manufacturers 
Sales Order Processing Production Management 
Inventory. Management Cost Accounting - 
Billing/Accounts Receivable Accounts Payable/Gencral ledger 
Putchasing/Receiving Payroll 

Northrop Data Systems, a wholly owned subsidiary of ihe 
Northrop Corporation, will supply the complete hardware 
maintenance, training and support functions your mini-semce 

reFo^ompkie derails regarding this excellent business 
opportunity call 12131637-1533. or write Northrop Data Systems, 
1160 Sandhill Avenue. Carson. CA ‘>0746 

NORTHROP 
Data Systems 

(Continued from Page 1) 
solely against cost of fuel to determine . 
where to buy it. and it falls apart when 
fuel is not available." Darnell said. 

When Texacq, Inc. asked National 
and other airlines to reduce consump- • 
tion at New York's John F. Kennedy 
Airport by 50* in February. National 
was forced to cancel a number of 
flights to meet the cutback. However, 
it kept cancellations to a minimum by 
using the scarcity formula, run on the 
company's three-IBM 370/158S. 

This allowed National to carry extra 
fuel from locations such as Tampa and 
Miami, where there is no shortage, so 
its planes did not have to buy as much 
fuel at Kennedy. 

Although other airlines, such as 
American Airlines, ferry fuel so they 
don't have to buy as much at airports 
with shortages, the National fuel allo¬ 
cation system was designed to map out 
a complex system. It can balance the 
costs of ferrying fuel over the entire 
route and achieve the lowest possible 
overall purchase price for the fuel. 
Darnell said. . 

Program Under Development 
United enters the current shortage as 

the only major carrier without a large 
linear fuel ferry and allocation pro¬ 
gram of its own, although it is working 
more, according to Gordon McKinzie, 
manager of fuel and performance con¬ 
trol for the company's flight operation. 
The company is building and testing 

a system developed by McDonnell 
Douglas Corp., including a fuel short¬ 
age factor similar to National's. Ir is 
".kind of holding off. trying to get the 
best program from all the ones at 
which we've looked," McKinzie re¬ 
marked. Until its own flight planning 
system is In place, the airline is work¬ 
ing with a series of flight plans that use 
the cost of fuel as a factor. 

To take advantage of existing fuel 

supplies, it reactivated an on-line sys¬ 
tem last week based on an up-to-date 
fuel inventory. The system was last 
used during 1974. he said. 

When a plane is fueled, the second 
officer on-board the plane radios vital 
information to flight operations 
through a radio network called Aero¬ 
nautical Radio. Inc. (Arinc). That in¬ 
formation includes the amount of fuel 
loaded on the plane. 

"Our Univac Unimatic on-line sys¬ 
tem has a running inventory of the 
fuel at each station, so when the fuel is 
loaded on a plane, we have an up-to- 
the-minute picture of what each sta¬ 
tion looks like," McKinzie said. 

Based, on the station's fuel supply, 
United can project when the station 
will run low. "It's kind of crude. It's a 
beads-sorting type of thing, but it 
works." he noted. 

Elaborate Planning System 
Flight patterns at Pan American Air¬ 

ways are determined by the price dif¬ 
ferentials between airports, according 
to James Harding, vice-president of 
data systems management. 

Pan Am, which had not announced 
any flight cancellations last week, uses 
an elaborate international flight plan¬ 
ning system. Although the model was 
originally set up to minimize both fuel 
and rime costs. Pan Am is "pretty 
much running our model on the basis 
that only fuel counts." Harding said. 

Similar to other flight planning sys¬ 
tems, Pan Am's can make refined cal¬ 
culations on how much fuel should be 
carried for any particular flight. If a 
flight is destined for an airport that 
charges significantly higher fuel 
prices, the model can determine how 

considering factors such as weather 
and passenger load - before it be¬ 
comes too expensive to carry extra 

I fuel, he explained. 
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World Cup Competitors 
Ski Against Scoring System 
And Improve Their Speeds 

cording to how they 
By Tim Scannell 

CW Stiff _, 
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. — Spring-like petition. _ 

temperatures and periods of light rain used to compute the skiers' overall 
at the recent World Cup skiing compe- point accumulation. The man and 
titions here failed to dampen the ef- woman skiers with the highest overall 

ts of top-ranked skiers who pitted point collections at the end of the total 

„ _ --- - -s. and Cup champions and presented w 
speeds. the Trophie Avions, or World Cup. 
Although the warm weather created The competitions continue this wi 

gaping bare spots on many of the in Heavenly Valley, Calif., and w: 
downhill and slalom courses on up next week In Furano, Japan, wh 
Whiteface Mountain — making it nec- the slalom and giant slalom finals v 
essary to add both man-made and beheld, 
carted-in snow - a number of favor¬ 
ites managed to capture the Lake 
Placid World Cup titles. 
Austrain Annemarie Moser-Proell, 

considered a powerful and determined 

KEY/MASTER turns 
any GICS terminal 
into a powerful 
data entry station. 

• the Lake Placid races and also used its 
distributed data processing (DDP) sys¬ 
tem for Computerized Olympics Re¬ 
sults and Events (Score) to keep track 
of schedules, register athletes and offi¬ 
cials, publish starting lists-, print bio¬ 
graphical profiles and issue results of 
each event as it happened. 
The sports monitoring system, is 

composed of dual DS990 host proces¬ 
sors, 29 Model 771 intelligent termi¬ 
nals. eight Model 820 keyboard send/- 

745'portable ter^inau'The KSR and 

eluding ABC television's sports de¬ 
partment, to provide background and 
results of the World Cup events and 
transmit stories around the world, a Tl 

Developed for Olympics 
Score was developed for the upcom¬ 

ing 1980 Winter Olympics at Lake 
Placid and has been in operation since 
last October. Not only do the com¬ 
puters coordinate the activities of 18 
individual sites within Lake Placid's 
Olympic Village, but they will akf 
handle all the security functions. 
Athletes, trainers, members of the 

press, spectators and sponsoring com¬ 
panies will all have to be cleared by the 
TI computer and recognized "as part 
of.the Olympic family," before they 
will b.e admitted, the spokesman ex¬ 
plained. 
The Lake Placid races in the World 

Cup competitions are only three of 55 
events that take place over more than a 
three-month period in. Western and 
Eastern Europe, Scandanavia, North 
America and japan. 

KEY/MASTER is a full-feature data entry 
system for CICS. It requires no user 
programming. Data entry applications 
are designed and tested fight at the 
terminal. There's no coding, no compiling, 
and no delay. 

Easy to use. 

All you specify is the format of the' 
data to be entered and the editing rules. 
KEY/MASTER does the rest. All logic 
needed to accept data, edit it, and store 
it in KEY/MASTER’s own on-line database 
is built in. , 

If you’ve wanted to bring your key-entry 
facilities on-line, now is the time. 

KEY/MASTER's features are-superior to 
all known key-entry systems (whether 
keypunch, key-to-lape, or key lo disk). 

Ready in minutes. 

KEY/MASTER can be installed and ready for 
use in minutes. It works with both CICS 
and CICS/VS and runs under any operating 
system. All you need is 32K of virtual or 
real storage and one or more local-or 
remote 3270 (of compatible) terminals. 

No risk 30-day trial! 
We'd be glad to tell you more, give you a 
demo, or sign.you up for a 30-day trial at no 
risk to you. Just clip the coupondr call. 

We re interested in KEY/MASTER. 
□ Send a brochure. 
□ We'd like a demo. 
□ Schedule us for a 30 day trial. 

Name_ 

Title _ 

City _State __Zp _1_ 
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Loss of Control Cited as Consumer Fear of EFT 
By Brad Schultz 

CW Staff 
OMAHA. Neb. - The greatest ob¬ 

stacle to widespread acceptance of 
electronic funds transfer (EFT) sys¬ 
tems may be consumer fears about loss 
of. control over personal transactions.' 
according to surveys of state-level 
consumer protection agencies and reg- 

The surveys' results were reported to* 
the American Banking Association's 
(ABA) Subcommittee on EFT of the 

' Committee on Law Relating to Com¬ 
puters by Fred M. Greguras, the 
subcommittee’s chairman, and Ann L 
Wright, a Creighton University law 

r possible EFT legislation, the report 

Shortly after , the survey was taken 
President Carter signed into law ai 
amendment to the Consumer Credi 
Protection Act that provides many o 

would have no present impact "but Wright then applied an 8-point r. 
should at a later time." scheme (8 = greatest deterrent, 

isti- eighth place) and sti 

ered n 

indicated that legal pro- 
* * >t a key 

Wright 
factor in whether consumers 

passage of the EFT Act last f 

quired. The rest of 
ing Puerto Rico) dec 
Most consumer protection 

Consumer Protection Provisions 
Greguras and Wright compiled a pri¬ 

ority ranking of 12-specific consumer 
protection provisions based on the re¬ 
sponses of regulators that said some 

der. the four types of legal protection it 
considered most important to satisfy 
consumer demands. * Greguras and 
Wright applied a four-point rating 
scheme to each response (where 4 = 

unauthorized [EFT] use," 
ied 46 points. 
12.points for the distinction 

(PIN), including the . 

\t 18 points, the third m< 
nt type of legal protection 

including the consumer's rights and 
liabilities" (14 points). The fifth most 
important type: "a mandatory and 

The priority list suggested that, ac¬ 
cording to state governments, con¬ 
sumers are more concerned about se- 

(CW,Oct.23]. 
WU1 EFT Act Affect Use? 

To learn what regulators thought of 
the EFT Act, Greguras and Wright dis¬ 
tributed a second round of question¬ 
naires. This time, they asked the state 
agencies to indicate whether the EFT 
Act would have no impact on con¬ 
sumer EFT usage; whether the law 
would increase usage slightly, moder¬ 
ately or greatly: or whether the law 

tution regulators that responded said each deterrent category, 
they thought the EFT Act would have According to financial regulators, the 
no immediate impact on consumer us- major deterrents to EFT usage are fear 
age, but that it would have an eventual of losing control over transactions 
impact. One of these regulators "quali- (249 points); complexity (208 points); 
fied his response by stating that the la- simple, unqualified fear (197 points)) 
ter impact-depends on financial insti- safety fears (186 points): and fear of 
tutions’ promotional follow-up," Gre- privacy loss (176 points). Consumer ; 
garus and Wright reported. protection agencies said die major de- 

The second survey also polled the terrents are control (105 points), safety 
regulators on deterrents to EFT usage. (84 points), simple fear (83 points). 
The questionnaire included a list of changes in recordkeeping (81 poirfts) 
eight deterrents to usage. and complexity (70 points). 

Each financial institution regulat 
umplexity (70 

consumer protector was asked to order ered fear about losing centre 
the list subjectively according to de- actions the greatest deterre 
gree of deterrence. Gregarus and sumer acceptance of EFT sei 

Burroughs user? 
BDS has a line printer 
for you. 

m 

BDS Computer Cor^ration,J120^Crane St. 
Menlo Park, CA 94025, (415) 326-2115 



Over Objections of Test Group 

IBMer Defends '64 Release of Bug-Ridden 360s 
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Diebold Withdraws from U.5. vs. IBM Trial 
By Connie Winkler 

NEW YORK^After months of. 

at he had no role in to the court, claimed that Diebold re 
would not testify lied heavily on his staff for the dab 

irould not break his underlyin 1' - 

IBM's law. firm. Cravath, Swaine & 
Moore, without a witness ready to tes- 

for the past two weeks. 
Diebold's decision came after two 

REORGANIZE DISK VOLUMES 
COMPAKTOR eliminates free space fragmentation by placing data sets contiguous 
on a disk volume. Multi-Extent files are merged into one extent. By using an FDR months of haggling with the Justice 

Department over which papers he 
. would have to make available to the 

Justice Department's Antitrust DivU 

backup tape, COMPAKTOR reorganizes in place. 

DATA SET PLACEMENT 
sion to enable it to prepare for cross- 
examination. During that time Diebold 
also prepared and reviewed his direct 

Data sets may be positioned on a pack to user specifications. Using simple control 
cards a user can configure a disk to reduce head movement. 

testimony, which would have been 
submitted, in writing, and he spent 
eight days giving deposition testimony 

ALTER VTOC SIZE AND LOCATION 
Entries Within the VTOC are also compakted reducing data set search time. 

in anticipation of his court appearance. 
Reached Impasse FAST DUMP RESTORE 

FDR with over 3000 users and nominated to the DATAPRO HONOR ROLL for the 
The government's main hang-up 

with Diebold's testimony was how 
Diebold was to substantiate statements 

5th consecutive year, has a proven record of RELIABILITY and EFFICIENCY. FDR 
permits the user more opportunity to backup his files while using significantly less 
CPU and elapsed time. he might make on the stand. Although 

Diebold turned over. 100,000 pages of 
documents to the government, he re¬ 
fused to show what he called "client 
studies." 

FREE 30 DAY TRIAL 
COMPAKTOR is licensed by CPU for IBM 360/370 computers running OS. VS or 
MVS Operating System. COMPAKTOR supports 2314. 3330. 3340 and 3350 type 

As far back as December, the govern¬ 
ment was negotiating what documents 
would be submitted. Many meetings 
took place in Judge David N. 
Edelstein's chambers over the client 
studies question. Diebold was repre¬ 
sented in these sessions by Marvin E. 
Frankel, who recently stepped down 

disks. COMPAKTOR is available as an option to FDR. 

For Further Information 2 MllfltfWATIAkf 
or Free 30 Oay Trial, Ca„ or Write... 

Finally, in a Jan. 19 memorandum, 
Diebold refused to hand over the client 
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Expo '79 Opening Tomorrow at N.Y. Coliseum 
is and Elec- ing Co. consider "Plug- 

and Miig- Compatible Processors." 
talk about "The Data Base Question" 

Memory Al- showdown between vendors 

Bonus at Show 
~RK - As a bonus to those attending the Mid- 

There’s more to paper media 

than meets the eye 

details not apparent to the naked eye. And 
while forms design normally does not require 
the high technology of a scanning electron 
microscope, the process of designing and 
manufacturing business forms is a complex 
and demanding task. 

Attention to detail, is critical to quality. And 
quality in business forms is critical to keep¬ 
ing your operations running smoothly and 
efficiently. No output printer operating at 
today's speeds, no OCR or MICR equipment 
can do its best with forms that are poorly 
designed, printed or perforated. 

We recognize this because we are computer 
specialists. We understand the importance 
of carefully designed business forms. And 
we can bring this expertise to bear on the 
success of your business. Whatever your 
needs—continuous forms, unit sets. OCR or 
MICR—we’re experienced problem-solvers 
when it comes to paper media. 

Our people are professionals in data process¬ 
ing, system analysis and thedesign of business 
forms. We’re ready to help you simplify paper- 

provide solutions to handle your unique 
needs. Give us a call today. 612/853-6853. 
Or send us the coupon. 

/□ CV CONTRpL DATA 
>5 cJ CORPORATION 

More than a computer company 



California DP Crime Bill Delayed for Redraft 
By Jeffry Beeler 

CW Wbi Coest Bureau 
SACRAMENTO. CaW. 

pro posed federal computer 
. crime bill hit a snag last, week 

when the state Senate's Judici¬ 
ary Committee temporarily 

the proposed law should go to 
the state legislature for possi¬ 
ble enactment. 

Committee Chairman Sen. 
Jerry Smith (D-San Jose) told 
the "bill's sponsor, .Sen. Lou 
Cusanovich (R-Woodland 
Hills), and his staff to redraft 
parts of State Bill 66 after 

nesses alike warned that dire 
consequences could result if 
the proposed legislation's 
phrasing weren't clarified. 

Smith's order means the bUI 
will be reworked by the Cali¬ 
fornia DP Management Office 
before returning to the Judici¬ 
ary Committee in an estimated 
two to four weeks for recon- 

Judiciary Committee is ex¬ 
pected to reexamine the re¬ 
vised bai's merits and decide 
whether to kill the proposed 
legislation in committer or 
forward it to the California 
Senate Finance Committee for 

as wdl as femral fire and exp 
protection systems. 

Like the famous Duesenberg, 
Fenwal fire and explosion suppres¬ 
sion systems have the simplicity 
of design that makes them truly 
reliable. Under a wide range of 

--—a long period 

Introduced early last Decem¬ 
ber by Cusanovich and 
amended in mid-February, 
S.B. 66 amounts to a Califor¬ 
nia equivalent of S. 1766, the 
federal computer crime bill 
sponsored by Seo. Abraham 
Ribicoff (D-Conn.) and cur- 
rendy undergoing debate in 
the U.S. Senate. 

If enacted, S.B. 66 would 
empower the state of Califor¬ 
nia to prosecute individuals 
who "knowingly and will¬ 
fully" access computer equip¬ 
ment for attempted theft or 
fraud. The bill would also out¬ 
law malicious destruction of 
any computer property and 
forbid "unauthorized" users 
from accessing, disclosing or 
altering computer programs 
and data "with the intent to 

Individuals convicted under 

to $50,000, a two- to four-year 
prison sentence or both. 

Varying Opinions 

speaking strictly as a private 
citizen and not as his firm's of¬ 
ficial representative. 
Many industry break¬ 

throughs, such as IBM's de¬ 
velopment of magnetic disk 
technology, started with a few 
maverick innovators working 
in secret, without authoriza¬ 
tion, James explained. Only 
later, when the significance of 

clandestine projects gain the 
official stamp of approvaL 

"If [S.B. 66] were in effect, 
[the originators of magnetic 
disk technology] might well 
have thought twice about their 
project," and they might also 
"hake been convicted of a fe¬ 
lony," he speculated. 

Ominous Specter 
James and Taber also criti¬ 

cized the proposed legislation 
as unnecessary. Almost all 
crimes involving computers 
are already covered under ex¬ 
isting statutes for theft, fraud 
and vandalism, they said. 

Why then, they asked, does 

ting "computer crime" in a 
special legal category? Indeed, 
Taber added, why use the term 

the phenomenon is basically 
no different from any other 
kind of crime? 

For James and Taber, these 
questions evoke the ominous 
specter of growing govern¬ 
ment regulation in computer 
industry affairs. 

rent form, they claimed. Cali- 

authorities could arbitrarily 
seize a company's data files 
under the pretext of a criminal 
investigation.' 

To forestall such an unpleas¬ 
ant prospect, Taber urged re¬ 
jection of the bill and any 
other legislation threatening to 
increase government's control 
aver the activities of computer 

At the very least, theCalifor- 
nia legislature should seek the 
computer industry's advice 
before enacting any law that 
affect its future, James recom¬ 
mended. 
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In Support for Sharansky, Orlov 

No More Help for Soviets, 2400 Scientists Say 
By Jake Kirchner fen by our colleagues in the Soviet confront reality and take account of colleagues who refuse to participate in 

CW Washington Bureau Union" for assistance. what is going on in the world." such exchanges. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. — In re- Weizenbaum also noted that the As- He said he does not know what effect 
-  the jailing in the Soviet sociation for Computing Machinery the SOS petitions will have on the So- Support trom Uthers 
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Tavcees Name Felon Man of Year for DP Work 
" ... . . ..... a of 10 words is displayed, block of RAM. append titles to notes 

By Jay Woodruff five years ofhis 10-year sen.enceand word can be chfr and unload them onto a cassette tape 
CW Staff may be paroled as early as this sum- and me appropn recorder as well as load them back into 

SEATTLE - Tim Scully, an inmate at mer. sources indicated. • . ■ oDerated in the system and control the speed at 
the McNeil Island Federal Penitentiary Friend Sparks Interest .. JL wav & the spelling and which the system makes word choices 





THE LOW-COST 16-BIT 
'I« Vi 111 ■ 

rO 1 JAj Tm 

THIS IS HOW FAR YOUR MONEY CAN GO. 
* ■ -n_ _a /-Viann^lc rpliahilitv and maintainabi 

Function and economy. Those 
are the two reasons we packed 
more features in our new 16-bit ---- 
microNOVA® MP/100 than anyone It s capable of supporting up to 
would have thought possible. And at 64KB of RAM/PROM/EPROM 

ard and high-speed data channels reliability and maintainability. Plus 
(2M byte/sec), 16-level priority a low cost four-slot card cage for 
interrupt and dynamic RAM refresh, product OEMs. ■; 
i..--Our new 16-bit microNOVA 

WOU1U nave uiyugiu i u. 
a price lower than anyone would 
have thought possible. 

Available at chip, board or box 
level, the MP/100 is based on the 
new Data General designed and 
manufactured 16-bit mN602 NMOS 

• microprocessor. This is where the 

memory in standard application and 
up to 128KB in' special application 
requiring additional memory. 

The MP/100 gives you the 
mN602 microprocessor, an asyn¬ 
chronous interface with full modem 
control, automatic program load, microprocessor, ims is wnere me conuui, duiunmm. 

true functionality begins. Our single, power/monitor/auto restart and soft 
•_._j_fi.11 ™ntrnl nanpl all nn a Rinffle 7’/2 X 

MP/100. It can take you a long way 
on a small amount of money. Most 
important, the MP/100 is not only 
compatible with other members 
of the microNOVA family but also 
within the entire Data General 
family of NOVA, and ECLIPSE com 
puters. It’s a smart way to grow.. 

UUC lUllV.UVlipiii.jr 
40-pin package includes the full 
NOVA® 16rbit architecture and mul¬ 
tifunction instruction, set, hardware 
stack and frame pointer, 16-bit mul¬ 
tiply and divide, realtime clock, 
multiple addressing modes, stand- 

control panel all on a single 7ty\ 
9W board. 

All microNOVA computers are 
available in a compact, modular 514 ” 
eight-slot chassis featuring a single 
board power supply for increased 

I 



Speed and performance. These unsigned integer Multiply/Divide General. The right fit for today with 
are the two features that give you add to the MP/200’s power. • the growth for tomorrow. Send the 
the power of a mini in a 16-bit micro- The MP/2CXXis completely com- coupon for complete information, 
computer: Our new microNOVA1 patible with the MP/100 which And fast. Or call 800-225-7282 of 
MP/200 is the highest performance means that all peripherals and inter- contact your nearest Schweberor - 
microcomputer in the marketplace. ' faces are interchangeable. And the Hall-Mark distributor. 

Offering the flexibility of product MP/100 and MP/200 feature the i-——~—————7N7(^]y1^ 1 
line integration at multiple levels- industry’s broadest range of compat- j * iwtaoenkrai! coftw«.vnbx 
board, box or fully packaged ible field-proven software for pro- i westhoro, ma riisw 
system-the MP/200 features fast gram development and execution. j s-'"“ . 
instruction execution times with an. Including disc and real-time operat- i ™ _ T |x_ 
0.84 microsecond ADD and a full ing systems and high level languages j 
16-bit hardware multiply in 4.9 such as Business BASIC, Extended i,,, s,,., u 
microseconds. Standard and high- BASIC and FORTRAN IV. j - ‘ , 
speed data channel (DMA) provides Function and economy. On high j ' * ' " ■’ v 
input/output data rates of up to performance. Whichever your need, -: 
3.7M bytes/second. An enhanced you’ll find the best, cost-effective g ft i 1 
NOVA® instruction set featuring answer in the MP/100 or MP/200 ™ W L/ala\JCn0IdI 
byte operations as well signed and 16-bit microNOVAs from Data We make computers that make sense. 







Student Writes Program, Makes 'Lotto' Dough 

V Expand your 
PDP11 

memory expansion/memory management system 

Has your DEC system reached 
its full limit? Are you in need of 
expansion capabilities? 
PERIPACS may be the answer 
you've been seeking. 
PERIPACS is a patented memory 
expansion/memory manage¬ 
ment system that allows you to 
use mapping, stacking and 
direct memory addressing. It is 
available in 64k and 128k byte 
versions, and PERIPACS is 
expandable to as much as 2 
megabytes. 

‘ PERIPACS is a true integrated 
memory management system, 
not an add-on, bulk-store such 
as "zero RPM" disc memory 
emulators. Interfaced to the 
Unibus,3 the PERIPACS system 
does not require any additional 
processor logic or wiring. And, it 
plug-connects directly to the 
Unibus in all PDP 11/04, 11/05 
and LSI 11 processors. 

If you're a systems house who is 
building large systems for end- 
users, or a sophisticated 
end-user, who has written your 
own operating system, then 
PERIPACS will appeal to you. 
The 64k and 128k bytes 
PERIPACS versions sell for 
$5,950 and $9,950 respec¬ 
tively and come with a 30-day 
warranty. 
If PERIPACS appeals to you, 
send $5 for a complete informa¬ 
tion kit which includes technical 
data and user manual, to: 

Periphonics 
■corporation 

c#mcH/co| 



Software ag announces another first... 

Instant 
On-sife Support 
How, help with any DB/DC problem is just 

a phone call away, 24 hours a day! 
When your on-line data base network is 
down, every minute counts. Until now. if 
you had a difficult problem., you always 
had to wait for your vendor's technician to 
reach your site. But with Adabas and 
tom-plete managing your DBMS and 
DC network, there's no more waiting. 
Software ag can give you a new gener¬ 
ation of support. 

Here’s how it works. 
Any time of the day or flight.- if you .need • 
help with your Adabas/Com-plete DB/ 
DC system, simply call us. With your 

' permission, our technicians can dial 
directly into your computer and diagnose 
any problem as if they were on-site in 
your computer room. 

Using our extensive debugging capa¬ 
bilities. we'll help you get your on-line 
data base network running again — fast. 

‘From a remote dial-u.p terminal, we ean:- 
• Display contents of virtual or real 

memory, including operating system 
control blocks' (TCBs. UCBs. RBs. 
etc.) and DB/DC control bkx-ks. 

• Analyze system or user-dumps inter¬ 
actively. 

• Trace terminal operations, including 
input-output control bkx'ks. to diagnose 
data communication problems. 

• Monitor data base integrity ami trace 
data base-activity. 

• Check application source programs 
and generated code. 

• Display the contents of system queues 
(SYSIN. SYSOUT, system messages, etc.). 

• Execute remote diagnostic programs. 
• And much more. 
If necessary, we can apply a solution or 

recommend how you can fix it yourself. 
It's,just like having the people who 

designed the stilt ware right in yo 
puter room, ready to help at 

We've made two great products even 
better. 
Com-plete is the only Darn Communica¬ 
tions System ever to win IC’P's "Mil- 
lion-in-One" award for sales of over 
Sl.OOO.OOOin its first year. 

Adabas. Software ag's data base man¬ 
agement system, is a member of the Data- 
pro Honor Roll ami was rated first in 
throughput/efficiency unit ease-of-ust 
by the DBMS user community. 

Now. Instant On-site Support maizes 
Adabas and Com-plete better than ever. 
Instant On-site Support is a standard 
component of Com-plete Version 3 and is 
available separately for use with Adabas. 
All you need to supply is a dial-up port on 
your Transmission Control Unit. 

Find out the full story today. 
Get Instant On-site Support for your 
360/370/303X or compatible computer. 
Call our nearest office or mail the coupon. 

fl software ag 
OF NORTH AMERICA. INCT^ 

North American Corporate Headquarters: Reston, Virginia (703) 860-5050-North American Offices: Chicago (312) 208-4134 
Detroit (313) 354-0424-Houston (713) 444-2651 - Los Angeles (714) 494-8410-Miami (305)989-4814 

New York (212) 682-2780-San Francisco (415) 332-3890-Toronto (519) 653-6142-Mexico City (905) 550-8033 
European Corporate Headquarters: Darmstadt. West Germany 6151-82747 

j Please send details about: 
I □ Instant On-site Support 
I □ Adabas 

J Name 
• Street 
| State Zip 
j Type of Computer 

□ Com-plete 
□ Please call to arrange a prescntatioi 

Company name 
City 

Operating System 



Letters to the Editor 

What’s Happening 
With IBM 4300 Orders? 

Hey. Something very funny is go* 
ing on out here in IBM Land. I 
wrote a letter to our IBM sales rep 
on Feb. 9 [first day of 4300 First Day 

cause someone wrapped a piece 
cotton around a stick first does 
mean he is the only one who kno 

E.G.Johnsl 
Westminster. Md. 

User Dollars Swallowed 





To Increase Skills * 
Edpaf Project Developing Base for DP Audit 

.   Cn Tnhn Nuxall of Peat. Marwick, 

auditing by Michael Bingle |CW, 
Dec. 25-fan. 1, Feb. 12) and Howard 
A. Karlen |CW| Jan. IS) reinforce 
the current need for a clear under¬ 
standing of the DP audit function. 
Sample job descriptions have 

been proposed by the EDP Auditors 
Association, the ADP Audit Group 

Reader 

The common body of knc 
will be completed by this i 
and thereafter biennially re' 
will help DP audit manager 
personnel and provide guidi 

Co.. John Nuxall of Peat, Marwick, 
idge Mitchell ft Co. and myself. Mem- 
mer bers of the .project advisory board 

Commentary j&a&sttSa 
_Z_. possess. It complements the IIA’s • To evaluate the adequacy of con- 
knowledge a DP auditor should pos- Systems Auditability and Control trols and test their operating effec- 
sess and to develop DP audit curric- (SAC) study, which identified skills tivenessfor system and application 

. '—diversities ' DP auditors presently possess. develr 

finest material, film or fabric, if 
best ink formulation and the m 
efficient degree of inking or 
coating. Roytype's professional 
manufacturing operation, utilitt 



Auditors Need More Than DP Grounding 



TheHP3000Ser 
The evolution of HP’s silicon-on-sapphire 

(SOS) technology let us pack a lot of capability 

into an incredibly small package. We put the 

CPU on three chips totaling one square inch 

instead of the 700 square inches of PC boards 

used by other HP 3000s. But, more importantly, 
the low power consumption and minimal heat of 

these ICs allowed us to put it all into an attractive 

desk that fits easily into office environments-and 

pect from the HP 3000 family. It can handle mul¬ 

tiple users at the same time, working at terminals 
scattered throughout your company. And it retains 

both the powerful operating systems (MPE III) 
and IMAGE Data Base Management software 

that make the HP 3000 line so easy to work with. 

So you can run the same programs on 

our larger Series III systems. 

Its good 
features run in 

the family. 
The Series 33 gives you the speed and 

multiprogramming flexibility you’ve come to ex- 

to cut costs at the same time! 

I 



es 33: Innovative. 





argument Between 
i male and female 
enow whose project 

|ocelyii S. Linnekin 

"BEEP BEEP BEEP 

iative of the story 
pportunities lndus- 
ter of New York, 

• Training Center 
the Jan. 22 issue. 

tried in the article, 
computer center is 
high drug use area, 
bt is depressed and 
is its fair share of 
a drug culture, in- 

eas that are identi-. 
epressed. The real 
inemployment and 
lings. 
:elephone lines for 
inter have on occa- 
1 off, it is in no way 

mil 
- ... 

They are building him to look like me . . . but looks can be deceiving 

I'm EDOS/VS! 

ied off not just by 
pie who are simply 
nd probably un¬ 

students attend a 
veeks. The length of 
lly dependent upon 
lents to ensure they 
tional environment 
e job skills- in the 
been trained in. 
that more than 40 

e hired our gradu- 
sleading, for the 40 
tioned in the article 
:o those companies 
I our students only 

year, from jifly 1, 

I Have Variable Partition Support 

1 Have Extended Procedure Library 

I Have Extended Operator Console 

I Have Partitioned Data Sets 

I Have Documentation Text Editor 

Please send full information about EDOS/VS 

Gty-State — Zip —  

#THE COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE COMPANY 





Available Free to Users 

Center Offers Software Project Data 
By Don Leavitt 

CW Staff 
ROME, N.Y. - Factual information about 

the effort spent to build and then maintain 
large-scale systems ip being gathered by the 
Data and Analysis' Center for Software 
(Dacsj, recently established at the Rome Air 
Development Center (RADC). 

Perhaps even more significant than Dacs' 
gathering such data, however, is the center's 
plan to distribute it free to 'anyone who 
wants it and can tell us what he really, 
wants," according to Dacs manager Lorraine. 
Duvall. 

The major function of Dacs is to develop 
and maintain a computer-based data base of 
empirical data on the development and 

produce and distribute subsets of the data 
base. But it is also expected to maintain a 
software technology information base of 
technical documents, project status informa- 

data and information and produce technical 
reports, Duvall said. 
Dacs is also expected to 'maintain an 

"awareness" program which will include 
dissemination of technical information, as- 

and publication of a monthly newsletter. 
Still other goals include developing and 
maintaining a glossary of software engi¬ 
neering terms and providing rapid response 

The Dacs data base presently consists of 

data describing software problem reports 
(SPR) acquired by RADC from six large 

compass command and control, real-time 
control of land-based radar, on-board guid- 

RPG Compilers, Runtime Aids 
Exercised by Test Routines 
ORANGE, Calif. - A package that, pro¬ 

vides comprehensive testing of RPG-II sys¬ 
tems designed for IBM System/3 compati¬ 
bility is available from Panatec, Inc. The 
package contains 200 programs with 19.000 

Tests are segregated into three categories. 
Fifty-five programs in the package produce 
300 different errpr conditions which should 
be detected by the compiler, and 125 
compile-and-execution test programs exer¬ 
cise both the complier and the runtime. The 
latter test all RPG-11 statement types and op¬ 
eration codes ranging from nominal to ex- 

Systern performance is tested by 20 pro¬ 
grams representing two typical RPG-11 ap¬ 
plications: a mailing list and label generation 
application and a production accounting ap-. 
plication. A demonstration program is also 
included in this portion of the package 
The system performance group includes 

approximately 7,500 test data records along 
with 2,300.program statements. 

The Panatec RPG-II Test Package is docu- 

describing the operation of the programs 
and listings of the programs together with 
results produced by the IBM System/3 
Model 10. For the system performance pro¬ 
grams. timing results from the 5ystem/3 are 
included. 

data is available on 80-column punched 
cards that contain the necessary OCL direc¬ 
tive for System/3 operation. Alternately, it 
can be delivered on magnetic tape with OCL 
directives removed. 

The cost for the RPG-II Test Package un¬ 
der a one-time licensing fee is $10,000. Doc¬ 
umentation and two sample programs are 

. wood Aye., Orange. Calif. 92668. 

Most of the data sets contain the date the , 
SPR was opened and closed, the software 
module that manifested the problem, the 

problem, the problem category and severity 
and the correction type, Duvall continued. 
Three of these six data sets contain module 

descriptive information — fhe number of 

guage, the type of construction^ - and a 

cords information on each test run. 
Data from these first half dozen data sets 

analyses. According to Duvall, the general 
conclusion of the studies has been that more 
data is needed to compare results across 
projects and that higher quality data had to 
be collected during the development of the 
software. 

The seventh data set, compiled by RADC. 

than 400 projects. This includes project and 

used and the percent of utilization, the num¬ 
ber of pages of documentation and the num¬ 
ber of lines of source code delivered, the to- 

months, the number of software problem re¬ 
ports, an SPR and productivity rate and the 
type of technology used - i.e., structured 
ukIc. top-down programming, etc 

. Plans are presently being formulated to in- 

tion from the Software Engineering Labora¬ 
tory at the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration s Goddard ' Space Flight 

Monitored Data Archived 
ST PAUL, Minn. - The Comtem, Inc. 

Performance Data Base was designed to 
summarize.. store and visually report data 
collected by the company’s Dynaprobe 
hardware monitoring systems. It is an op¬ 
tional enhancement to the existing Dynapar 
performance reporting software, a spokes-' 

Dynapar is the data reduction software 
provided with the Dynaprobe monitors. 

formance during the monitoring period; the 

, quency or duration’of .measured or derived 

^ThTperformance Data Base is particularly 
useful in supporting long periods of moni- • 
toring, the spokesman said. The data col¬ 
lected during monitoring allows the user to 

DP ££ he added. ' 
Designed for ease of qse, the Performance 

Data Base features a simple control lan¬ 
guage. flexible data selection and reporting 
and safeguards for data protection, he said. 

Although the original Dynapar runs in a 
variety of environments - including IBM. 
Burroughs Corp.. Honeywell.' Inc and Un- 
ivai - the Performance Data Base is only 
available at this time to IBM 370 users 
running under OS/VS and MVS. In the 
IBM setting, the data base and its support¬ 
ing programs require approximately 2B0K 

S2.B00 a year or S250/mo if rented on a 
month-to-month basis. Comten is at 1950 
W. County Road B-Z, St. Paul, Minn. 55113. 

SHARED DASD INSTALLATIONS 
• If you-have SHARED DASD, your data can be □ Please Mod m. mo.. lnlorm.tl0n_oo SDSI 

lost or damaged due to simultaneous access IBM Operating System 
n_rj ni ini iccnc bV Sharing systems. 
J L ?iirrpmr!nr • If you are using device RESERVE to prevent 
ti—U 5YblblT15inL Simultaneous access, you have significant 

performance degradation. —-— 

YOU NEED : . 
SHARED DATA SET INTEGRITY-SDSI - — s,“*-— 
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Translator Transferred 
MILWAUKEE - The RPC-to- 

Cobol Translator program from 
Dasd Corp., previously available 
only for IBM-based installations, 
has recently been adapted to run on 
a Burroughs Corp. B6700 
The Translator itself is written in 

PL/I and the changeover took 
some effort.' a spokesman com¬ 

mented. The software now accepts 
any type of RPC' source code as 

The generated Cobol is 

No Problem 
Producing Burroughs-compatible 

Cobol was no real problem since 
earlier IBM-oriented translators had 
offered such output as one of sev- 

Others included Cobol for Honey¬ 
well. Inc.. NCR Corp.. Prime Com¬ 
puter, Inc/ "and of course IBM 
systems, the spokesman explained. 

The Burroughs-based Translator is 
available under usage or license 

Remote CPU-to-CPU Link 
Enhanced in DTSS Update 

built i 

N.H. — The Datalink facility, the spokesma- 
....r Jter interface system Datalink, one of the support capabil- 
I the Dartmouth Time- ities offered by DTSS, permits CPU- 

System (DTSS) has t 
enhanced in speed, protection a 
flexibility, according to a spokesm 

-for DTSS, Inc. The DTSS softw. 
was built for large-scale General El 
trie (now Honeywell, Inc.) ma 

to-CPU exchange between DTSS sys¬ 
tems and others, including IBM 37" 
Datalink sends JCL statements, p 
grams and data to the second sysl 
over a synchronous phone line, tl 

The w 

AJ announces 

deflations 
We re getting a little tired of costs going 
up Snd up. So we decided to start a counter- 
trend—at least for terminal users. 

Now you can lease the AJ 630 thermal 
teleprinter terminal at a new low price of $70 
a month, including, maintenance. 

And the AJ 830 ‘daisy’ teleprinter 
terminal for just $113 a month, also including 
maintenance. 

Both have switch-selectable printing 
speeds up to 30 cps' 

Both have a broad range of features for 
timeshanng and many other applications. 

Both can be equipped with an AJ acoustic 
coupler for only $15 a month more. 

If you need quiet operation and desktop 
portability, the AJ 630 thermal printer is for you. 

If you need high quality printing and plotting, 
the AJ 830 ‘daisy’ printer can deliver it. 

And we can deliver, too. Immediately. 

The AJ 630. 
A quiet 30 cps 
thermal printer terminal. 
$70 a month! 

To get on-line fast at these deflationary 
lease rates, call your local AJ office. Now. 

Anderson Jacobson; Inc., 521 Charcot 
Avenue, San Jose, California 95131, (408) 
263-8520. 

The AJ 830. 
A versatile 
30 cps “daisy” 
printer terminal. 
$113 a month! 

ine failures, Ihe spokesman noted. 
It also provides increased flexibility 

n the parameters controlling the link, 
amplifying communications with 
rther types of systems, he said. 
DTSS runs on a Honeywell 6000 se- 
ies on a Series 60 Level 66 mainframe 
vith a minimum 192K words of mem¬ 
ory and three disks.' A minimum 
DTSS package, including operating 
ystem, Datalink and both Basic and 
ortran, leases for $5.500/mo. 
DTSS. Inc. can be reached at 10 Al¬ 

len St., P.O. Box 799, Hanover, N.H. 
03755. 

Center Offers 
Software Data 

(Continued from Page 33) 
mter, Duvall added, 
rhe first step in obtaining the desired 

ovide Dacs with a dear request. Per- 
nal visits are welcorpe; telephone 
1U are accepted, but written requests ■ 
e generally much more satisfactory. 

narrative description of the particular 
facets of the prime topic the user 
wishes emphasized. 

Inclusion of keywords as well as the 
use for which the information is - 
sought can be valuable in formulating 
the query, Duvall said. Areas closely 
related to the primary topic but in 
which the. user has no direct interest 
should be identified, she added. 

For the time being, access to the Dacs 
data base is available only through the 

data will be offered, she said. 
The no-cost pojicy is based on two 

considerations, according to Duvall. 
First, the information and specific data 
available is still limited compared with 
what she hopes it will b? in time; 

ing operated under contract by IIT Re¬ 
search Institute. It is therefore fully 
funded, and the concern now is to de¬ 
termine how much interest there is in 
the information and data^it jvants to 

profitable venture. • 
Requests for more information about 

. ... —uvall, Dacs Manager. RADC/- 
ISISI. Griffiss AFB, Roihe, NY. 

| 13441. 



There are sofew things around 
being built to last. 

We’re happy to say one of them is ours. 
Graham has combined the best features 
of Epoch 4 with a breakthrough in magnetic 
particles, to give you an even better, more 
durable computer tape—new Epoch480. 

Epoch 480 is the beginning of a new era in computer 
tape reliability and durability. 

This remarkable tape is the result of years of advanced 
oxide particle research and the development of a true 
technological breakthrough-the “Magnum 80” particle. 

This unique magnetic particle, significantly larger 
than other oxide particles, has been combined with the 

Epoch 4 binder system. 
Epoch 480 offers you many genuine advantages 

ver Ordinary computer tapes. The larger particle 
makes possible a lower particle-to-binder ratio, and 

thus better adhesion/cohesion between the two. 
The results? A smoother tape surface, a 

cleaner running system, sharper signal output, 
extended life for both tape and read/write head 

i —plus improved data throughput. 
And like its famous predecessor, every 

reel of Epoch 480 is 100% certified zero defect. 
Epoch 480. It's Epoch 4 — and a great 

specialist.We wouldn’t have it any other way. 

[mj GRAHAM MAGNETICS 



dedicated people 
providing 
software products 
and services 
for information 
management 
throughout 
the woiid. 

imuiiiictuuii 

Processing 
Services 
Information...overwhelming in volume, 
potentially valuable beyond price. An 
enormous asset or an insurmountable 
obstacle, depending on whether you have 
the tools to manage that information. 
Our experience in analyzing and managing 
vast bodies of data is second to none, and 
includes data base design, implementation. 

1 storage and retrieval, and 
on-line retrieval. We handle intellectual 
processing involving literature searches, or 
document screening and cataloging. Our 
people are trained in foreign literature 
indexing, abstracting and bibliographic 
services. We have developed a unique, 
minicomputer-based system to help librar¬ 
ies catalog book and periodical collections 
faster. And we are working on some of the 
largest litigation management projects in 
the (J.S. Our electronic photocomposition 
services offer the ultimate in large-scale 
word processing technology, and we also 
manage public data bases and provide 
information clearinghouse services. 

• informatics inc 

Corporate Offices/21031' 
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Audit Facilities Tied 
To 'DYL-260' Logic 

CICS Runs in 'Jig-Time' 
T ■ GREAT NECK. N.Y. - Jig-Time, an en- CICS output module, he said. 

"ZiDU LiU&lv hancement developed by Labyrinth Sys- The Jig-Time module was designei 
^ terns. Ltd. for IBM’s Customer Information in conjuclion with CICS under 32 

- DYL- available to IBM OS' shops Control System (CICS). "drastically" re- mapping support in IBM DOS/VS 

DYL-260., allowing the audi¬ 
tor or programmer to function 

. effectively and independently; 
the yendor said. 

The combination provides 
such capabilities as sampling, 
aging analysis, frequency dis¬ 
tribution and letter writing as 

- tion of data, file handling with 
standard or nonstandard data 
bases, computations and cal¬ 
culation of totals and footing 
values, a spokesman said. 

Also included in die package 
are subroutines to calculate 

. such things as square roots, 
declining balance deprecia¬ 
tion, standard deviation for 

digits depreciation, she added. 
With die introduction of 

. DYL-Audit, users now have a 
broader range of audit support 
packages, which for years has 
included EDP-Auditor from 
Cultinane Corp., The Audit 
Analyzer from Program Prod- 

vides summary lists and 
sheets of all statistics calculat¬ 
ed for a given technique; these 
include* standard deviation, 

actual population and "much 
more," according’ to the spo- 

Although DYL-Audit util¬ 
izes DYL-260 facilities, it also 

. includes a letter writing sub- 

the DYL-Audit package for 
S2,664/year, the spokeswo- 

Blvd , Encino, Calif. 91436. 

characters transmitted for each CICS user 
application, a spokesman explained. 

Jig-Time intercepts all 3270 basic mapping 
output buffers and replaces extraneous 
characters with unique control characters, 
then passes the new format to the proper 

The DOS/VS and 05/VS versions ot Jig- 
Time are available for $2,500 each, plus a fee 

number of terminals involved. Labyrinth 

OUR SYSTEM EXPANDS 
AS FAST AS YOU CAN GROW 

As your business gets bigger, expanding capabilities are a key advantage of our 
new distributed processing system. The Sperry Univac UDS 2000. 

To begin with, it can grow from one desk-size workstation to fdur, sharing 
memory and a powerful processor. 

Each workstation can also grow to include two diskettes.- The system can even 
have a magnetic tape unit and up to four printers. 

But whatever number of workstations you have, you’ll always get 
the right data. Right from the source. To make the right 
management 

Also, because it has the intelligence to reject 
mistakes and the simplicity for casy-to-lcarn operation, the 
UDS 2000 works for you at the lowest possible cost. vBBr 

If you want to know the price, the UDS 2000 starts”'^ 

at,2088mTyho~to A V m. j&S 
expand your knowledge By/T M 

the m/m atm / 





Just as gold is the universal measure of economic 
value, a Datapoint ARC™ system is business data processing’s 
standard of cost-effectiveness 

Many of the costs involved in 
modem business data process- 
ing are hidden from man¬ 

agement view. Very frequently, the 
system price tag is just the beginning of 
the spending process. 

With the Attached Resource 
Computer™,'Datapoint has out- 
thought its competitionwith a means for 
dramatic savings in the implementa¬ 
tion of data processing systems. 

Here’s how it’s done / 

Attached processing is- a fundamen¬ 
tally different approach to computer 
system architecture. An arbitrary 
number of compact, -inexpensive com¬ 
puters are linked together to form a 
large-scale computing facility. Some of 
these computers handle data fde man¬ 
agement and retrieval, while others 
execute applications programs. Indi¬ 
vidual computer processor's are 
relieved from the burden of |>erforming 
many different tasks simultaneously. 

With complex scheduling and 
overhead functions eliminated, each 
applications processor works much 
more efficiently, than otherwise jxissi- 
ble. This concept combines the advan¬ 
tages ofdispersed data processing with 
the greater sjieeds and Capacity of a 
large conventional system. 

Because of this fundamental dif¬ 
ference in the way the ARC system 
operates, it opens the door to a number 
of economies for businesses. 

Not too little, not too much 

Since each company can select just the 
right amount of processing |x>wer and 
data storage capacity lor its intliv idual 
needs, there is no investment in costly 
overcapacity that you may need at a 
later rlate. Nor is It necessary to 
maintain a single, overworked cone 
piiler while awaiting an ex|<ensive 
upgrade. Expansion of the system 
occurs in incremental steps. 

The cost-effectiveness of the Attached 
Resource Computer system is another example 
of Iwu Datapoint out-thinks its com/ietition to 
help you out-think yours. 

Keep what you have, 
add what you need 

Because of its nxidular architecture, 
processors and peripherals can be 
added to an ARC system as the work 
load changes. Existing software is not 
affected by these new additions. Thus, 
the largest investment in time and 
manpower — that of software — is 
preserved throughout the lifetime olihe 
system. And there is virtually no limit 
to how .large an ARC can grow. 

. The Datapoint processors 
attached to an ARC system are power- 
ful, efficient, and easy for anyone to 
use. This means that a relatively small 
investment can yield a system with a 
large total throughput. In addition, all 
of the hardware conqionents of an 
Attached Resource. Computer are 
compatible. Si there's no worry about 
the inherent obsolescence of conven¬ 
tional systems. 

Tried and true programs 

Dala|Xiinfs processor family--allows you 
to develop programs on one processor 

for use on another later. Once devel¬ 
oped, it will never stop working (or you. 
no matter how large your ARC system 
becomes. If you lire already using 
Datapoint Advanced Business. Proces¬ 
sors and |>eripherals. they can lie 
employ ed in au ARC. system with little 
change in software. 

This can save on another one of 
those hidden costs, because o|ierators 
trained to use Duta|>oint systems will 
still follow the same simple operating 
procedures as before. Re-training 
eX|M*|ises an- saved and llie new ARC 
slips into pla<e with little downtime. 

Write for more information 

There are even more ways that ARC 
can save your company money. To 
receive a free Ixtoklet describing the 
features mid lienefils of Dala|x>in('s 
Attached Resume- Computer, write:' 
Marketing Communications Depart¬ 
ment tMf>2). I)ata|xiiirt Coiymration. 
9725 l)aln|Hiiiit Drive. San Antonio. 
Texas 7R2R1. Or simply caff the Dala- 
|xiinl sales office nearest you. 



Software Physics Tunes Medical Claim System 
sii 1 FRY. One. - While national commonly known as Medicare, re- system properties and behavior of in- ™ 1“,bl* j^ldtatenn SILLERY. Que - While national commonly known as Medicare, re- system properties and behavior of m- ^'^^2 p£n 

health insurance is still just a concept ceives health care claims from the en- >«««. . became imerwled in of the numbers of hours that are 

DP center here collect. 

d“f«en?appS°n" u^forTa^h «£££* *7» miBuTd^ta ^thAepht SS^ToJFSS^" ^ 
claims processing and has become claims each year. The hardware u«d l h an7 approach the instihite These predictions are made possible 
more effective because of the adoption perform this °P"a“n ^“lud“ an toward chargeback and capacity by improved procedures for evaluating 
of a software physics approach based Amdahl Corp. 470 V/6 vnthl6 o a overaU," Parent ex- the performance of existing equip- 
on designs presented by *eU.S.ln,U- ^ terminals handling 170,000 nans- “«ra“nd some of our men., planning for new equipment IttMCSS Une terminals handling 170,000 nans- -J— ZZBZ 

™ irssressrrsss ‘sSu»*.ktrz 
3jw-aa.-wa-.-e iifilXSKSSSSi: SSWaSySjttS —T— 

Approximately 6.2 million people ,ices required m attain standard units jectives in terms of the chargeback sys-. Vectors From Data Base 
living in Quebec are.eligible for com- for fundamental properties of software tern. , . . 5oftware This year the use of software physics 

e.-isr'C IC” ss±tfit2S?«s -d— 
asr——iw2T: s?—n——. «—-u*..—• 
------- ■ vious year. We attempted to establish 

average block sizes and power T|tios 

OPS 
Whodyoupass I 

• User departments complain INTERRUPT CODE Sled./All this work and manipula- 

about missed deadlines? OPTIMIZER, and ^furiffi'batd 9^* 

■ Systems development de- LTA ASSIST. ^fh^^^lly pleased with 
partments complain atiout the extra benefits that have resulted 
lousy turnaround on testing? Th's all a£fdS UP ,0- from the use of software physics. "We 

Whim—nwiyiv ■ Slashed TP response times. have also been enlightened as tb the 
■ TP users complain about >»TM^^?rES0r-^7 ^ ... . . .. , . consumption of the equipment and 
slow response times? «■-> —f-r A*1?] ■ Enabling real pnority to be have an idea as to whether we are us- 

T'~' S3 given to urgent jobs. irig the equipment efficiently. For ex- 

MacrtTif knew thatyoirf system \e 
has got a fot of untapped ca- T-MSBabJl pn 'yP - «aHy getting." he said, 
pacity. and throughput poten- MiliWBWWHEyfA ■ Improving system throughput The software physics approach has 
tial, and our BOOST software by at least 15%-more if you helped theboardimproyeitsforecast- 

can turn the potential into reality. are a DOC user. fhargeUck^heme'theinstitufe'pro" 

!??^JiSx!^e,b„!,sLnoTmnMT ''BSSbIBI BOOST regularly |posed 

OPS 
Who do you pass 
the buck to when... 

■ Systems development de¬ 
partments complain about 
lousy turnaround on testing? 

PRIORITY I/O 
INTERRUPT CODE 
OPTIMIZER, and 
LTA ASSIST. 

Pass the buck to us. We at 
Macro 4 know that your system 
has got a lot of untapped ca¬ 
pacity. and throughput poten¬ 
tial, and our BOOST software 
can turn the potential into reality. 

BOOST is the best RESIDENT 
TRANSIENT and PARTITION 
BALANCING systen^available 

Give us a call, or 
write, and let the 
buck stop with 
BOOST. 

■ Enabling real priority to be 
given to urgent jobs. 

■ Giving fast turnaround on low 
priority partitions. 

■ Improving system throughput 
^ by at least 15%—more if you 

are a DOC user. 

BOOST regularly 
does all these 
things for over 250 
users. Why not for 
you too? 

Passthewcktous! 
Tell Me More: □ BOOST □ LOGOUT □ SPEED □ DIDO 

Gothic Plaza. 376 Hollywood Ave., Fairfield. New Jersey 07006:201-575-6466 
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MICROFAST 

Itel proves you can teach 
a 370/145 new tricks. 

Until today, you've had to face the fact that 
your IBM 37d/145 just can't handle any 
more work- But now Microfast/VSI Assist, 
Itel's newest program product, can boost 
your 145 s performance by 10 to 15%. 
Because the same type of Extended Control 
Program Support (ECPS) that's utilized 
on a 148 is now available for a 145-from Itel. 
So you can run your VS1 system harder 
And longer. 

What's more. Itel's microcode is loaded 
atIMPL time from a magnetic tape, offering 
you a nearly instant upgrade And Microfast 
requires no software or hardware changes, 
and won't interfere with the existing . 
45 microcode. 

Itel supports MiprOfast/VSl Assist with 

total service capabilities, from 24-hour 
nationwide maintenance, to the development 
of new products and enhancements for 
existing ones Like all Itel program products. 
Microfast is backed by the same kind of full 
service support that has helped establish Itel's 
reputation for quality and professionalism 
in the data processing industry 

For further information; call your local 
Itel office and ask for a Program Products 
Representative or contact Itel Corporation. 
1801 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto. California 
94304. (800] 227-8425. Within California 
(415] 494-3338. 

ITEL 



Lessors Extend DOS Aid 
To Include DOS/VS Sites 
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The Oslo-Miami Connection 

RCS Facilities Smooth Cruise Line Operations 
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Now one distributed 
processing system 
does all four functions 
at every station. 

We know that your remote users need more 
than one computer function. And we know 
that you want to' avoid a proliferation of 
different systems to handle them. 

That's why our powerful new Multi¬ 
function Executive™ system lets your 
operators perform all four primary office 
computer functions-data entry, standalone 
COBOL processing, word processing, and 
interactive 3270 inquiry to your central 
mainframe. All on one system. All at once. 

Each function is instantly available at 
multiple display stations with the touch of a 
key. Our field-proven software packages 
operate concurrently and independently. And 
you get optimum use of both central and 
remote computing resources within a.single 
unified information network. 

Tr 
Grow step-by-step. 
Our family of modular systems lets you grow 
at your own rate, saving time and money at 

Start by installing an economical system 
combining data'entry and file management. 
Or word processing and batch communi¬ 
cations. Or data entry. Central inquiry and 
local processing. 

Then grow to meet new needs. Add 
displays. Add memory. Add peripherals. And 
add software -with the Multifunction 
Executive for concurrent operation. 

Let us show you how easy your move to 
distributed processing can be. Call your local 
Four-Phase Systems oltice for a personal 
demonstration. Or return the coupon for our 
Multifunction Executive brochure. 

Save money. 
Multifunction means bottom-line savings for 
your organization. Since each Four-Phase 
display replaces several dedicated terminals, 
you should need fewer of them: And you 
eliminate the cost and inefficiency of special- 
purpose,svstems. underutilized peripherals. . 
»md operator cr s-training. 

Save effort. 
Your multifunction system keeps up with 
changing job requirements easily. 

. In a branch office, for example, while 
operators key new orders in fill-in-the-blanks 
formats, the system automatically retrieves 
and enters Customer data from local files . . . 
price and delivery data from central files .. '. 
and prints invoices. All while.word processing 
and batch processing continue independently 
at other displays. 

Four-Phase Systems 
The Distributed Processing Company 



How can a radish help you run 
projects on time, within budget, 

and without surprises? 

To Build Micro Programs 
MENLO PARK, .Calif. - lmple- spokesman explained, 

mented on Digital Equipment Corp. As each line of text is entered, it 
PDP-lls, Microsim from the Digital, checked for syntax errors and is *h 
Products Group (DPC) is a program assembled into machine code. Wh 

ror immediately can be. corrected, A perpetual leaserosts 
without leaving the simulator. 8080 and 8085 ver«»°*\s an“ $.6'900, 

All editing commands are available the Z80 version, -DPC said from 350 
within the simulator and can be used Sharon Park Drive Q23. Menlo Park. 
to modify the source program text, the Calif. 9 

Braille Production Backed 

we 
goi. 

DISKETTES 

FOR 

SYSTEM 34 & SYSTEM 5110 

800-323-9868 

IBM permits braille embossing when 
special attachments are added to im¬ 
pact printers operating under IBM 370 

correspondence between print charac- 

^feature of this package is its ability to 
convert many IBM publications, avaU- 
able on print tapes, to braille, a 
spokeswoman noted 

IBM provides two methods for em¬ 
bossing braille on its impact printers: 

RCS Works Well 
For Cruise Line 

(Continued from Page 43) 
But hoW do you quickly organize 

and provide management with a 
decision-making tooirWith FAL II. we 
now get reports that say here is what 
happened, here's what’s going to hap¬ 
pen and here are the things we can do 
to help change the future. 
"I rely on time-sharing for all the ft- 

nancial pricing impacts, Tighe noted. 

pricing problem, make major changes 
in my costs and pricing to the con¬ 
sumer and get my bottom-line answer 

I in seconds, where before it took days." 
| The company chose FAL II for all its 

| getP!nto'°he Fo'rtranV!rea o^DalrBase 
Management System [DMS] II, so we 

We looked for specific elements in 
vendors," Burner stated. "We wanted 
good response time, flexibility,^ good 

do our own programming. In addition. 

port. Some of the other factors we 
liked were CEs interface capabilities 
and its worldwide network. For futur.e 

SZSfe" well as to other world¬ 
wide locations because cruising is a 
worldwide industry.’' 

The brackets are designed for braille 

The braille feature was primarily de¬ 
signed to produce text, the spokesman 
continued. The braille produced is of 
high quality and may be used by the 
general braille-reading public, she 

DOS/V^ofoS/VsVe OS/VS mod¬ 
ules can be used under VM/370. It re- 
quires approximately 25K‘ bytes of 
main storage under OS/V5 or about 
15K bytes under DOS/VS, the 
spokeswoman estimated. 
Although the brailling brackets are 

available free from IBM. there is a 
charge for the cartridge needed to 
adapt a standard printer to the braille 
feature. A user with a 1403 printer can 

$10,005. with no installation charge. 
The monthly license fee of $130 for 

the Field.Developed Program-is waived 
after 12 consecutive billings, the 
spokeswoman noted. . 

Book Sets Stage 
For DBMS Use 

PRINCETON. N.J. - A guide to 
planning and initiating a data base 
project. Pre-Data Base Survey by Leo 
J. Cohen, shows how arforganizalion 

ment techniques if data base concepts 
are used effectively. 
Published by Performance Develop¬ 

ment Corp. (PDC), the book should be 
useful to corporations inexperienced in 
data base management systems 
(DBMS) and to those whose previous 
experience with DBMS has failed to 
meet expectations, Cohen said. 

It costs $13.95 ($12.95 prepaid) from 
• PDC. Building P. 1101 State Road, 
Princeton, N.J. 08540. 



Fairchild Manager Says: 

Multinational Nets Top Moving Execs 
By Ronald A. Frank 

CW Staff 
DALLAS - Although international com- 

they are usually much cheaper than moving 
• people from place to place to accomplish the 
same business goals, according to William 

separated, and the people in charge of each 
system don't talk to each other. 

At Fairchild the key to successful multina¬ 
tional network operations has been to put 
multiple applications on individual overseas 

East. This traffic is hubbed through IBM 
370/15* and 370/16* mainframes in Moun¬ 
tain View, Calif., at Fairchild's headquarters. 

By taking advantage of the office hour 
overlap between the U.S. and other conti- 

79 conference here, sponsored by Horizon 
House, publisher of Telecommunications, 
Brasuell said it is important for users first to 
have an accurate picture of the total traffic 

This is often difficult, he acknowledged. 

CW at 
Intelcom 79 

•Hon. Inc. Syfa system CRTs, 
hed to the DP center in Cali- 

isp mode by means of alternate 
voice/data (AVD) circui 

Voice traffic is sent between the U.S. and 
Europe during the early morning hours and 
between the U.S., Hong Kong and Singa- 

orders are from Europe, and pore in the afternoon, whe 
products that are being manu- overlap. People often gel 
shipped directly from the Far coming in early or staying 

User Advised to Judge Options 
In Face of Data Flow Rules 

By Ronald A. Frar 
CW Staff 

DALLAS - As> restrictions a| 

Determine Cost-Effectiveness 

But this is primarily becau: 
ountries, there is a premium 

les, Hebditch explained. 

k'erage involved in providing 

with goal. Hebditch added. 
en the direc 

loted. Voice tr 
y cost»$1.707 

Interactive Workstation Bows 
MIAMI - A 

Racal-Milgo, In 
fered addressing 
with IBM devia 
lines, according 
Consisting of 

module, the Mode 

n line 

incorporates a dual-buf- 

CRT, “keyboard and logic 

The t 

includes diagnostic features that allow oper¬ 
ators to detect both hardware- and software- 
related problems without interrupting the 
workflow, a spokesman noted. 
Using IBM binary synchronous 3275/3271 

speeds up to 9.600 bit/sec over dedicated 

highlighting and horizontal agd vertical cur- 

firm s 160 char./sec TP-404 printer or the 

Both the free-standing CRT and the key¬ 
board can be positioned to accommodate in¬ 
dividual operators, the spokesman said. 

The workstation with a CRT and TP-404 
printer costs $9,200 or $183/mo on a three- 
year lease. With the TP-403 printer it costs 

r $206/mo over three years, the 

Miaml^a. 3T 
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Communications Called Alternate to Moves 
(Continued from Page 47) 

up basis, but the same traffic in the op¬ 
posite direction costs S5.40/min. he 
pointed'Out. The key is to originate the 
traffic at the lowest cost point 

Rate differences also affect private- 
line facilities such as those used for 
AVD traffic. In Korea, additional 
charges are levied for multiple AVD 

There appears to be a worldwide 
trend on. the part of the government 

Despite the hazards, multinational 
nets can result in.big benefits to com¬ 
panies if. correctly used, Brasuell said. 
Conventional mail is subject to time 
delays and is no longer acceptable for 
business use. 

ft is not cost-effeCtive to pat a person 

on an airplane whenever there is a 
problem. This eats up executive time, 
Brasuell noted. 

By modernizing its order entry sys- 

facilities, Fairchild has increased sales 
by 5100,000/year while cutting inven¬ 
tory value by *30,000. These savings 
make the cost of a properly imple¬ 
mented overseas circuit not expensive 
at all. he said. 

traffic on the same lines.' it is also pos¬ 
sible to use low-speed teletypewriter 

third option. The economics of low- 

indicated. 
Teletype traffic via international pri¬ 

vate lines costs about 26 cents per 100 
words. This compares with $4.40 per 

100 words for international TWX 

This type of traffic is also cost- 
effective on a domestic U.S. basis with 
teletypewriter traffic over Wats lines 
costing about 2 cents per 100 words 
compared with 40 cents per 100 words 
with domestic TWX service. To get the 
most cost-effective use out of a 
company’s facilities, this kind of anal¬ 
ysis is needed, Brasuell advised. 

Although Fairchild has achieved 
good results with international facili- 

watched for changes that may impact 
the operation. Transborder data re¬ 
strictions pose a potential problem to 
U.S.multinational companies, Brasuell 

as well as to individuals. Brazil will not 
supply circuits to move DP data out¬ 
side the country if it can db the 'DP 

Prices are always fluctuating with 
rate proposals, he reminded session at¬ 
tendees. The public packet network 
soon to be established by the Nordic 
countries would charge four times 
more for data transmitted at 9,600 bit/ 
sec than for data transmitted at 2,400 
bit/sec. 
This seems to be part of the effort to 

age instead of applying flat rate 
monthly charges. Brasuell said. 

Digitech Adds Six Features 
To Enhance Pacer Monitor 

The “flexible” 
terminal system 

Multinational Net Users 
Advised to Look at Options 

tional firms; they will have to formu- data's contents, Hebditch said, 
late ways to continue to operate in the The encryption requirements often 
changing environment- One way to put government agencies into mutual 
ensure thaf a company can react is to*, conflict. This is mainly because the tel- 
structure flexible international nets ecommimications authorities or postal, 
that can be modified to meet changing telephone and telegraph (PTT) 



We introduced SuperReel over a year ago as the shape of things to come. And at 
installation after installation, SuperReel's performance has proven this is the reel that's 
right for now, and for the years ahead. 

Soon, other computer tape reels will undoubtedly attempt to emulate the superior 
performance of SuperReel. And while appearances may be duplicated, the value of 
proven performance and experience can’t be copied. 

Only SuperReel gives you a uniquely-shaped I-Beam hub, making it 90% 
stronger than conventional reels, giving it the strength to withstand higher tensions on 
both current and future drives: SuperReel has a 
specially-shaped tape wind surface, to prevent edge 
damage during rewinds. Only on SuperReel is tape wound 

, directly on the true hub, the strongest part of the reel. 
SuperReel prevents flange expansion and contraction 
under stress conditions. SuperReel is balanced to prevent 
hub-to-drive fit problems. SuperReel uses all ultrasonic 
welding—no glues'or solvents—for improved strength, 

- product uniformity, and lasting performance. 
Only Memorex-gives you SuperReel. A superior 

reel, to give you superior data availability. Consistent winding. Positive autoload 
functioning. More a'ccurateudata transfer. Greater reliability. And whether it’s clear 
or smoked, it’s still SuperReel! - ‘ 

So for enhanced data availability in computer media, look to the company that’s 
consistently demonstrated performance/value leadership: MEMOREX. • 

Offices in principal cities worldwide, or contact us at 1200 Memorex Drive, Santa 
• Clara, California 95052. Phone toll free (800) 538-8028. In California, call collect 

(408)987-2410. 

MEMOREX 
Computer Media Products 





“We switched to NCR,” 
says Fred Brown of Rogers Enterprises. 
BROWN: 
Rogers Enterprises is an 
optical laboratory that fills' 
almost 5000 eyeglass 
prescriptions a day. We 
have a complex computer. 
program that guides us 
through the entire operation. 
From selection of the lenses 
out of inventory through the 
highly technical grinding 
process to billing of our 
customer. We have five 
years of development tied 
up in that program. And still 
we switched from another 
vendor to an NGR system. 

NCR’S DUBOSE: 
We could offer you the 
speed you had to have at a 
lower price'than anyone else. 

BROWN: 
Yes. And NCR has a full line with no gaps. As our . 
volume increases, we can expand our system in 
reasonable increments. Even better, we can move to a 
larger system without obsoleting our software. Now 
with NCR, I will not have to go through another con¬ 
version under the pressure of our daily workload. 

NCR’S DUBOSE: 
That’s NCR’s Migration Path Engineering. Your soft¬ 
ware always runs on the next larger system. 

BROWN: 
VRX (Virtual Resource Executive) really makes our 
NCR V-8550 go. Our lab program is very large and is 
used heavily in the morning, but only occasionally in 
the afternoon. Because we have virtual memory, this 

program resides in main 
memory only when it is ad¬ 
vantageous. Otherwise, 
that program would choke 
our operation. 

NCR’S DUBOSE: 
VRX allows you to run up to 
35 jobs simultaneously. It 
dynamically allocates 
memory and other 
resources. It controls vir¬ 
tual memory swapping. It 
constantly monitors for 
memory thrashing and pro¬ 
gram loops. And adjusts 
the job mix to eliminate 
them automatically. 

BROWN: 
VRX also provides Online 
Program Development. Our 
EDP manager tells me 

OLPD has doubled our programmer productivity. 

NCR’S DUBOSE: 
System dependability has been important, too. 

BROWN: 
That’s right. System operation is critical to our busi¬ 
ness. Before we switched to NCR, we talked to other 
NCR 8500 users and found they had all had excellent 
experience with this hardware. And with NCR service. 
We were particularly pleased that NCR had a service 
office right here in Beaumont. 

In the NCR office nearest you, there is an NCR account 
manager like Ben DuBose who knows your industry 
and knows NCR systems, including VRX. To learn more 
about what an NCR system can do for you, phone" him 
at your local NCR office. Or write to EDP Systems, 
NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 



Distributed Processing: 
Control it...with DECnet. 

For is it reasonable to permit such auton¬ 
omy that data remains unshared? Is it 
reasonable to permit such independence 
that all information is isolated, and then 
duplicated elsewhere, again and again? 

Control is important, and DECnet 
is the best way to gain control and exer¬ 
cise it. DECnet is Digital's networking 
software. It permits communication 
among all Digital computer families using 
virtually any Digital operating system. 
And through Digital's family of protocol 

Distributed processing is a reality. 

The economies of scale have dramatically 
shifted from centralized, batch-oriented 
machines to distributed, interactive pro¬ 

cessing and networks. 
Many companies already have hun¬ 

dreds of distributed computers in labora¬ 
tories, in warehouses, in sales offices, on 
the production lines. Digital alone has 
installed more than 140,000 of them. 

One question remains: how to 
acquire and exercise control of data. 



emulators, you can tie non-Digital 
computers—including large mainframes 

—into your network. That network may 
be configured in a.range of topologies— 
hierarchial, ring, star—matching controls 
to your management or organizational 
style and needs. 

If you'd like to learn more so you can 
develop a strategy for controlling your 
distributed computers as you see fit, fill 
out the coupon. Talk to the company that 
started the trend to distributed process¬ 
ing —Digital Equipment Corporation, 
146 Main Street, Maynard, Massachu¬ 
setts 01754. Attention: Customer 
Services (NR-2/2). 

Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main 
Street, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. 
Attention: Customer Services (NR-2/2). 

□ Please send me more information. 
□ Please have a sales representative call. 
My business card is attached. 

[digital 



Operate at 180 Char./Sec 

DG Printers Incorporate 1,000-Word Buffers 
computers and modems using head allows the creation of true lower ing users to design their own character 

r_a i_Uas rc iwh.aHon marks sets or special symbols for foreien lan- 

Acoustic Coupler Works 
I In Answer, Originate Modes 

stated The 25-conductor cables, sup- plus $15 lor'a pair ot end connectors, 
plied with EIA connectors and pin as- Structured to test the integrity of the 
signments, are available in special EIA 25-conductol’ cables, the Model 

8580 portable cable tester indicates 
1 \ AT 1 openings, shorts' and miswired con- 

) ler Works & tors in connectoriaed cables up to 
/1C1 J ’U1IVa SO ft, the spokesman continued. Ca- 
•_•__ a _ » A _ J __ bles ate tested by coupling both ends leinate Modes 'orear panel connectors on the testing 
C7 unit and rotating a front-panel switch 

half-duplex, depending on the trans- while pressing a button, 
mission board used, and uses Western Four rear-panel.connectors allow the 
Electric Series 500 handsets or the 8580 to test cables with either male or 
equivalent, the spokesman said. female connectors at both ends, the 

The AC-312 answer and originate spokesman added. 

DONTADD... 
MULTIPLY! 

capabilities with the Data-Kinetic 
System TELEX. TWX. DDD and 
Private-wire communications are 
combined with word processing in 
one work station Text editing is 
accomplished on the CRT display 
prior to message transmission. This 
eliminates the need (or paper tape, 
thereby saving time and money. 
The Data-Kinetic terminal is ottered 
as a turn-key system in various 
configurations 

Advantages of the 
Data-Kinetic System: 
• Reduced equipment costs 
• Operator and machine time 

• Operator prompted communica- 

• Optional high quality pnnter 

For more information, call Joe 
Hewitt at (2011779-0430 today 

SAN JOSE. Calif. - A Bell- half-duplex, depending on the trans- while pressing a button, 
compatible acoustic coupler intro- mission board used, and uses Western Four rear-panel-connectors alkiw the 
duced by Digicom Data Products; Inc. Electric Series 500 handsets or the 8580 to test cables with either male or 
can be Pitched between ariswer and equivalent, the spokesman said. female connectors at both ends, the 
originate modes and incorporates an The AC-312 answer and originate spokesman added, 
additional filter stage that is said to en- model costs $295, while the originate- The cable tester ‘[^‘c-des faultycon- 
hance operation over poor quality telr- ' only coupler is [jriced at $245. The ductors in a cable length by flashing a 
phone lines AC-312 answer model and the 1,200 series of red LEDs on the front panel 
The AC-312 handles data rates of up bit/sec unit sell for $245 and $495, re- and sounding an alarm. A green light 

to 300 bil/sec and can accommodate spectively. Printed circuit board up- signifies a good cable. • 
1,200 bit/sec speeds with the addition grades cost $370 each. The 8580 cable tester costs $395, IDS 
of a ptugable printed circuit board, a Digicom is located at Suite 108.1440 said from 7 Wellington Road, Lincoln, 
spokesman slated. Koll Circle, San Jose, Calif. 95112. ' R-l. 02865. 
The unit has an eight-way diagnostic .  - ■ 

g^COURSE ANNOUNCEMENTS) 
The coupler operates half/full- or 

Gandalf Mounts UUC IECQ 
DataSetonRack ml * 

WHEELING, IU. - Gandalf Data j MVS INTERNAL LOGIC, 
Inc. has introduced the RM 3309 rack- SYSTEM DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 

Onda'lprLCS^309 FOR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
til“ los angeles' ca- ApR'L.23-2t7 ^ 

The RM 3309 was designed for oper- JES3 INTERNAL JLOGIC 
ation over four-wire dedicated circuits AND STRUCTURE FOR SYSTEMS 
and contorms to^commoncarne^ - | PROGRAMMERS RELEASE 3 (SU26) 

and SPRINGFIELD, MASS. APRIL 30-MAY 4, 1979 

JES3 EXTERNAL 
J^O SLTJS&iSS up" ^^SPWNGIMELDJMAKL MNflL^L^L 197^ ^ 
RM 3309s when a single power supply PRESENTED IY 
is used. pCD 
The RM 3309 costs $560 for a model “"!- 1Mture/sel, „„ „,e JES3tMVS 

capable of speeds up to 9,600 bit/sec; a | mjte or C0n«ct 
model for speeds up to 19.2K bit/sec Mike Daversa. CSR. 195 West Main Street 
costs $610. Gandalf is at 1018 S. Noel. Awon Connecticut 06001 (203) 678-1212 
Wheeling, III- 60090. I ------ 



E03 COMPUTERNORLD 

Interface Option by .Vydec 
Links Text Editors and CPU 

Switch Lets Sanders Users 
Produce Hard Copy 

NASHUA, N.H. - Sanders Asso- the hard-copy unit runs as i 
FIORHAM PARK, N.J 

face option for the Vyde 



NCR Adds Terminals for Factory Applications 
rentals on a five-year lease plan range 
in cost from $38 for a basic terminal to 
$113.for a fully configured device. 
One- and three-year lease packages 

are also offered, the spokesman said 
from SICS. S. Patterson Blvd., Day- 
ton. Ohio 45479. 

rleclroiffcs of each 

EDP professionals 
have a word for the 

new Wang VS computer. 

internal 

Problems of SNA 
Subject of Forum 

Kenneth W. Cakebread, Mana¬ 
ger ot Data Processing. Trans-Air 
Forwarding and Brokerage, Inc., 
"d had 30 days to convert about 220 • 

programs from our old batch-oriented 
Honeywell 62 system to our new Wang 
VS system Nolonlydid Ido it Thanks 
to the programming power o( the VS 
I actually came up with more. 

Before we convened to the VS. the 
jaggesMJrabtem wte t ' 

misapplying cash 
No more Now.-by 
capturing current in¬ 
formation and key ing i 
into the computer Iran-, „ 
sort out potential prob- 1 terns long before they 
get to the accounts 
receivable stage And 
with Wang son-line ^ 
editing capabilities M 
average editing time on I 
a per-item basis from ■ 
30 seconds to a single ■ 

W6 are absolutely amazed al the 
throughput rate we've achieved with 
our lA&ng VS On our very lirstiob for 
one ol the country s largest student 
insurance agencies, the VS arrived in 
Pittsburgh on December 23 and was 
completely installed and operational 
on-siteon February 15 wi1h61 pro¬ 
grams written, debugged and tested - 

single line oi codehad beernimtteo • 

"The VS really fulfills all of our re¬ 
quirements. particularly in areas where 
other systems are weak cost/perfomo- 
ance language-availability user- 
utility sottware 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The for¬ 
mats, protocols and problems of IBM's 
evolving Systems Network Architec¬ 
ture (SNA) will be the topic of a three- 
day seminar presented here May 16-19 
by Technology Transfer, Inc. 

chaired by Dr. Rudy Cypser, author of 
Communications Architecture for Dis¬ 
tributed Systems and program director 
at IBM's Systems Research Institute. 
Guest lecturers William Bernstein, 
James Atkins, William Flanagan and 
Frank Corr - all leading contributors 
to SNA- will provide an in-depth pro¬ 
file of the networking systems for 

that employs SNA. 
Seminar discussion topics include the 

multiple-host networking provided by 
SNA-3, an approach for connecting 
non-SNA terminals to an SNA net¬ 
work an -enhanced distributed data 
processing capabilities.. 
■The registration fee for the seminar is 

$595. Further information and regis¬ 
tration material is available from Tech¬ 
nology Transfer at Bo* 49765. Los 
Angeles. Calif. 90049. 

“Amazing. 

I key for the DP mana¬ 
ger is me uiiiiiius available with the 
VS its speed and us interactive COBOL 
compiler. These three thingseom- 
blnedmaketora 
VejVp.Scott, °° "Unbelievable.' 
Data Processing ^ 

suttered^iong 

recalS^eh load ol information on 
the CHI to make achange m seconds 
-all ol this Withogt.interrupling our 

We ve put everything in our busi¬ 
ness onto our VS system, including 
payroll, accounting, sales and whole-1 

-sate and retail inventory control. And j 
we did it in 90 days without changing | 
languages and with only minor modifi¬ 
cations in almost 90 COBOL pro- 

not while the VS 
access and maybe- 

Inplelhe program¬ 
ming efficiency of 
ouroldsyslem.il 
was only half I 

“I LOVE MY 
COMPUTER" Statues 



A modern bank like 
Maryland National 
stores its money on 
computer disk and tape. 
Not in a vault. 

“STC equipment keeps critical data 
available to us 99.95% of the time in 
one of the most demanding business 
computer environments I’ve ever seen.” 

Maryland National is one of the most successful banks 
in the U.S. It processes up to 1.3 million checks and 
about 550,000 Master Charge transactions every work¬ 
ing day. In an environment like this, a computer equip¬ 
ment failure can cause substantial financial and legal. 
problems. John Singleton, who oversees the banks 
operations and data processing divisions says, "We now 

STC is committed to cutting the 
costs of information storage. 
Maryland National's online application and dat 

"Their field service engineers don’t 
just fix things. They anticipate problems, 
and show us how to avoid them.” 
STC is committed to keeping customers' equipment 

Table and in service through one of the largest and 
most sophisticated service organizations in the industry 
This l.,100-person Field Engineering team isarmed witl 
STC-proprietary diagnostic tools that do more thai 
facilitate repair. They enable a Field Engineer I 
ahead, spot potential problems, then work w 
customer to schedule preventative maintenance t< 
the problem. 

If your company operates a mainframe comput 
should investigate STC’s unique partnership ap 
to doing business, an approach that includes a ci 

I chose STC, Mr. Singleton says, 
found there were sound, innovative 
int to see technology held back.'They 
J-vith the advanced products 

STC the leading independent manufacturer o 
performance data storage equipment. 

To learn more, write for the STC Corporate 
Storage Technology Corporation. 227Q South 88th 

STC s reinvestment of-6% to 8% of annual revenues 
in R&D is a good measure of commitment to serving 
customers. During 1978, this investment paid off with 
such innovative, cost-cutting products as the world's 
first solid-state disk, a special storage device that in¬ 
creases the throughput of large-scale computers; the 
first double-density disk drive that packs twice the infor¬ 
mation in the same amount of space, for about 30% 
less cost; a communications device that doubles the 
capacity of private long-distance phqne lines; and the 
world’s first intelligent minicomputer disk. 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

Our commitment to customers keeps them committed to us. 



CONSIDER THE SOURCE. 
TVs Series 700 Distributed Processing Systems save you 

time and money by preprocessing your data. 

Today, business thrives on the efficient exchange 
of information between remote business loca¬ 
tions. The cleaner the data received, the faster 
your turnaround. To speed up your data traffic 
and process jobs on the spot instead of tying up 
your mainframe. TI has developed a family of dis¬ 
tributed processing systems. Our new Series 
700 Family includes the 770, a low-cost remote 
intelligent data entry station; the new 771, 
which adds diskettes for increased power, and 
the high-performance 774 intelligent terminal 
system with up to eight work stations and disk 
datastorage. 

If you’re ready to consider the source, write Texas Instrume 
call your nearest TI district sales office: Boston, 617-890-7400 • Cl 
• Dayton, 513-258-3877 • Denver. 303-751-1780 • Detroit, 313-353- 
212-246-6165 • Orlando. 305-644-3535 • San Francisco, 415-392-C 
-D.C., 703-553-2200. Elsewhere, consult your White Pages. 

Our Series 700 Family puts some effective 
communications skills at your fingertips: powerful 
editing and preprocessing at the source for 
cleaner data and less computer load, and quick, 
direct communications with your computer for 
faster turnaround time. It sends and receives at 
night, unattended, saving on phone rates and 
without additional operator costs. It prints pay- 
checks, sales orders, reports and all your data on 
our reliable OMNI 800* printers, and hasft, 
them ready for you in the morning. 

Texas Instruments 

its Incorporated. RO. Box 1444, M/S 7784, Houston. Texas 77001. Or 
tiicago, 312-640-2900 • Clark, N.J.. 201-574-9800 • Dallas, 214-689-4460 
0830 • Houston, 713-776-6511 • Los Angeles, 213-973-2571 • New York, 
1229 • Toronto, 416-884-9181 • Vancouver, 604-278-4871 • Washington. 

MVnA « Trademark of Texas Instruments Copyright © 1978, Texas Instruments Incorporated 

Texas Instruments. 
Wfe put computing within everyone’s reach. 



Systems Handle Mail Orders 

Management Inputs Operation Ideas 
Bochenski, manager of the 
management information CW Staff 

CHICAGQ - DP operations 
personnel are often criticized for 
being wrapped up in their own 
world, lacking awareness of what a very active , role in t 
the rest of the company is doing, what projects we should 
But at Spiegel, Inc., the mail or- dertaking and in what a 

' ” ' ere, the situa- should be working," 

light, but it 
well-defined direction. Its the 
price we re willing to pay for to- 

CRTs. This humber 
rises to approximately 850 dur¬ 
ing the pre-Christmas buying 

«Vgemn7.hVea"“ n0"' Six On-Line By**. 

of Beneficial Finance Corp. runs up the bulk of Spiegel s DP 
two IBM 370/16Ss, each with work: an order entry system, an 
M bytes of storage, under OS/- order feedback billing system, an 

DDP System Gives Data Fast Ride 
To Tire Company's Headquarters 

Byjames M. Venglarik 
And Duane F. Lingenfelter 

Special to CW 
INDIANA, Pa. - In buying 

system, it is important not onl, 
to consider cost, but also cost jus¬ 
tification: Is it worth it? 
Our company answered "yes" 

to this- question and recently re¬ 
placed a $6,000/year punched 
tape system with a $42,000 dis¬ 
tributed data processing (DDP) 
system that is now virtually in- 
dispensible. 

The McCre. 
Co. is a $50_ 
pany which produces specialty 
tires. It has three outlying ware¬ 
houses in Charlotte. N.C.. India¬ 
napolis, Ind., and Leetsdale, Pa., 
and a warehouse at headquarters 

>nly to-print multipart i 

? of our hardware and soft- 
equirements were Cobol, a 
disk (5M bytes per ware- 
1, medium-speed 

We put out requests for bids to 
several vendors and eventually 
chose Sycor, Inc. as a supplier. 
Two factors led us to this choice. 

;- Sycor submitted a bid approxi- 
s, mately 60% of that of its nearest 

em and 1BM s Time Sharing Op- 
ion (TSO) — used for program 
levelopment by the company's 

Conceptually, the order entry 
ystem drives all the other sys- 
ems, and they're all interrelated 

»oint." Bochenski said. When an 

r purchase histories and . 

re and Rubb 

die.the application, a CRT input Sycor customers who talk* 

pability for unattended use at the (Continued on Page 66) (Continued on Page 66) 

Operations' Specialist Says: 

Data Centers Need Fair Management 
By John L. Diesem 

Special to CW ‘ 
NEW YORK - To a large ex- 

t of DP fa- 

d is, "Well, everything re unable to form 

nanagement of I 
s suffered from 

der processing and inventory applied 
tasks are carried out at the ware- The sa 
house. Credit checking, traffic ply s 
and freight determination? as standa 

crediting are done out of o 
porate offices. For the 

Before installing our curt 

prepared orders with pi 
paper tape and a Flexo 
Each evening, the prepared 
tape was transmitted by tel 

rigorous ef 
the standards that are often 
died to other aspects of DP. 

attitude commonly er 

efficiency and effectiveness < 
i easier to measure success or computer room operations. Or 
ire in a development project client, a chief financial offic« 
i in the computer room. Sim- told us he had ordered a secor 
put, one need ask only two IBM 370/168 solely on tl 
stions: Is it running? Is the strength of -a request by his mai 
■ satisfied? agement information systems d 
ita center operations have rector. The officer admitted 1 

lersen & Co. is often told by needed 
it executives that they don't Our reaction to this is to strei 
erstand their data center op- (Continued on Page 62) 

Bits & Pieces 

• dated their inventories to reflect 
orders. With this system, we re¬ 
conciled monthly headquarters’ 
inventory data with the same 

Designed System 
However, problems with this 

system led us to consit’ 
automated solutions. Th 
in 1977, we designed a i 

Reinker Recycles 5^bbons from 
Ribbon for $1 r,de and up 10 5 be processed or 
CHATSWORTH, Calif. - A 20-yard ribbon 

printer ribbon reinker recently • essed in approxii 
Introduced by Data Devices In- utes, the spokesr 
--i — _ -ecyde a ribbon The System 1C 

i typical cost of from the compai 

Designed f°r users who nor- NgA Cuts Prices 

™JhUSL SystTm'1000 an Z On COM Publications 

computer output microfilm 
to 17.5 in. (COM) systems, ways to imple- 

rds long can ment a COM program, COM ap- 
; ‘device. A plications and industrywide 
be reproc- standards for using COM. 

ly five min- The publications can be ordered 
Mid. from NMA at 8728 Colesville 
osts $4,995 Road. Silver Spring, Md. 20910. 

!rth“caUf" Exide Offers 600 kW UPS 
RALEIGH, N.C. - An uninter- 

ruptable power supply (UPS) 
' n the Exide Pbwer Conver- 

process ribbons at 

*" quality, th 

B. Inc 
three SILVER SPRING, Md. - The vides 600 kW (7S0 kVA) of unir 
ining National Micrographics Associa- terrupted power for computi 
pany tion (NMA) has announced spe- systems. 

kn ink metering system in the its publications as part of its 
it permits reinking 3-, 4- and "Building Information Bridges" 
nil ribbons in a uniform man- promotion, 
r, a spokesman added. The publications - Fundamen- 
he reinker features an align- fals of COM, Format and Coding 

it assembly that eliminates for COM and COM and lu ' 

ated. single UPS module pret 
nlly in production, taking u 
ipproximately 10 cubic meters c 

allocation, ribbon edge fraying and an ink plications — ar ivailable f $200,000, Exide said froi 
30-day, free-trial basis. The Spring Forest Road, Raleigh. 

SY
STEM
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Data Centers Seen Deserving Fair Treatment 
_enniMti „pw ooDor,unifies. fined and measured? always easily obuined, and s (Continued from Page 59) to support the new opportunifies. 

to our clienfs that the same manage- Management can establrsh ob)echves 
ment sUndards are applied to aU for computer operations that are very 
phases of DP that are regularly applied similar to those used in other areas of 
to the other areas of a company. For business. Data center performance can 
example it is common knowledge in be measured, tracked against stated 
the DP industry that as use of the plans and reported to key executives m 
• ■ -x—-■—m nontechnical terms. Some typical ob- 

fined and measured? always easily obuined, and special re- 
• What cost elements should be quests and emergencies are quickly 

measured? At what levels should they evaluated. _. 
, ? Secondly, the environment is con- 

trolled; all problems - however slight 
Data Center Scorecard _ are reCorded. Action plans for track-. 

As a result of our consulting practice ing error resolution have been pre- 
over the years, w, have; identif ;edsev- P«^^°f “^"^y re- 
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Prime introduces four innov 

The new computers Hardware features you can use now Bi 
Introducing the Prime 450,550,650, Our new top-end system, the Prime 750 don’ 
and 750. They provide more big-system comes with: to w< 
capabilities for less money than ever - full 32-bit Central processor archi- desig 
before—up to five times the performance tecture, ■ hard 
of our previous top-of-the-line system. - up to 2.4 billion bytes of disk storage, terns 
From the 450, designed especially for - up to 8 million bytes of error-correct- ' by oi 
builders of small business systems, to ing main memory, bene 
the very fast and very versatile 750, - 32M bytes of virtualmemory per ately 
these Prime computers establish new -user, with up to 63 simultaneous users, w 
price/performance standards for inter- - 16K bytes of high-speed cache memory, 
active,multi-user applications. -8M-bytes-per-second I/O transfer rate, 



ative new computers. 

Prime system. A single fiie structure is 
n shared by all Prime systems software 
st”. and programming languages. A single 

version of each industry-standard lan¬ 
guage, including COBOL, FORTRAN, 

zed , BASIC, and PL/1, is used interchange- 
ill ably on every Prime computer. A single 

communication system called PRIME- 
NET provides complete local and re¬ 
mote network facilities. And, a dis¬ 
tributed processing terminal executive, 

:r> DPTX, provides an IBM 3270-com- - 
e patible interface for all Prime computers. 

This total upward/downward compati¬ 
bility means your software investment 
will be fully protected as your system 

The Prime Computer User Plan 
The new Prime systems come with 
something none of our competitors can 
match: The Prime Computer User Plan. 
It features the industry’s first and only 
guaranteed processor trade-in plan. If 
the Prime system you start with needs 
more computing power, you simply 
trade in the central processor for a faster 
one. The new processor will work with 
your existing peripherals, and will run 
all your existing software without re¬ 
programming. We guarantee it. 

For more information on the four 
newest Prime computers, contact the 
Prime office nearest you, or write to us at 
145 Pennsylvania Avenue, Framingham, 
Mass. 01701. 

PRIME 
Innovative computers 
for computer innovators. 
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Quality print is 
Sprint 5’s 

trademark. 

TM 
For all those times wh,en you 

wish your computer could print 
letter quality, you need a Sprint 5 
Daisywheel Terminal from Quine. 

Its fully-formed characters are 
always clear, distinct, eminently 
readable. (Even after they’ve been- 
enlarged 1000%.! 

Perfect for executive reports, 
financial statements, 
and any other ' . 
application where 

5 does more than give you out¬ 
standing print quality. Much more. 

Thanks to our dynamic position¬ 
ing feature, it easily plots, creates 

Qume 
^ the nrinted word 

a wide selection of MultiColor™ 
riblions including red/black. And 
over 60 different typefaces. 

The Sprint 5 Daisywheel Ter¬ 
minal and RO Printer from Qume, 

When it comes 



What's Your Recipe? Manufacturer's On-Line System 
For all its sophistication and processing speed, a com- Paces Production to Demand 

puter is very much like an apple pie. If nothing is put into 
its electronic crust, it won t appeal to anyone's taste or QAKBROOK, 111. - By inte- quantity and the desired ship times. 
serve any real purpose. eratine a comouter system date. Another aid in materials 



System Boosts Mini Power 

PCC Simplifies Group Code Recording 
CHATS WORTH, Calif. - A highly skilled service technician* The formatter interface com- 1980s' [user) is its three-level 

magnetic tape technology to in- and costly test equipment. municates with the host mini- self-diagnostics that allow 
crease processing capability The unit includes PCCs F6250 computer over a 28-line bus, he trouble-shooting without test 
through dense data packing has intelligent formatter, which ext- added, noting that competitive equipment.' the spokesman said. 

The tape subsystem is used in 
conjunction with the standard 
Perkin-Elmer selector channel - 
(Bselch or Eselch) and standard 
Perkin-Elmer Dynamic OS/32 
MT software drivers for 9- 
channel magnetic tape peripher- 

Newsletter Watches GSD 
ORANGEBURG. S;C -A monthly newsletter dealing with saves pi 

developments in IBM s General Systems Division. GSD, as well V77-600 
as rules and regulation changes that might affect related DP ac- ware cost 
tivities, is now available from Ziegler and Company, Inc. ory, the s 

19-in. printed circuit board that 
plugs directly into the V77-600 
chassis. The single-board feature 
saves physical space in the 



Handles Industry-Standard Tape Drive 

Controller Ties PDP-11, TUlO/TMll Systems 
IRVINE, Calif. - A tape controller ed. The u 

designed to give users of Digital comprehensive set of controller self- as four I 
Equipment Corp s PDP-11 minicom- test and extended subsystem diagnos- combinat 
outer compatibility with DEC'S TU10/ tics, he added. densities 
TMll tape subsystems is available "We have designed the TC-11 exclu- speeds u| 
from Emulex Corp. sively for use with the PDP-11 com- stated. 

The Emulex TC-11 controller can be puter." the spokesman said. "Because The uni 
from Emulex Corp. 

The Emulex TC-11 controller can be 
used with any industry-standard reel- 
to-reel magnetic tape drives to a maxi- 

puler," the spokesman said. "Because The unit can perform at a cumulative 
it is not merely a 'universal' controller cable distance of 50 ft from the host 
that is adapted to operate on a Unibus, CPU. Overlapped tape rewinds are 
its packaging and performanr- 1 - 

and users can reportedly edit pre¬ 
viously recorded data. 

Crystal Clock 
The TC-11 meets all specifications 

over wide voltage ■ margin and clock 
margin ranges. Emulex Said. Timing is 
generated by a crystal dock. 



From the graphics leader 

Our plotter plus your terminal. 
They add up to fast graphics 
and color copies. 

IfyMilMven’tMenthe 
precision and performance 

Most major timesharing 
services support our software. 

your pricing and specification 
questions. 
Get the full story on fast new 
graphics from your terminal. 
Call your local field office, 
or use our toll-free auto¬ 
matic answering service at 
1-800-547-1512 (in Oregon, 
call 644-9051 collect). 

Ask yours. Whether it inter¬ 
faces with timesharing or your 
own mainframe, the 4662 can 
plot in seconds what may now 
require hours of paid personnel 
time. With superior accuracy 
and aesthetics. With the reliabil¬ 
ity and fast service support 
you demand. 
Tektronix 4662 capabilities 
are also available on an OEM 
basis. Your local Tektronix rep¬ 
resentative is ready to answer 

The Tektronix 4662 Interactive 
Digital Plotter is a state-of-the- 
art alternative to hand-drawn 
charts, graphics and diagrams. 
It plugs into just about any 
RS232-C or GPIB-compatible 
terminal and is supported 
by Tektronix' easy-to-use PLOT 
10 software. 

European Marketing Centre. 
Post Box 827 



MONTH 
Why wait 8 to 18 months for a 3270 

eplacement system when Computer Optic; 
will defiver price and performance in one? 

What good is the 3270 replacement system you 
need right now if you have to wait 8 to 18 
months to get it? The Computer Optics system 
deliveis everything you want and Computer 
Optics delivers it now. 

Computer Optics 
Delivers Price 

Our CO:78 Information System is priced less 
than IBM, substantially less. You save on in¬ 
stallation, training and operating cost because it 
is plug-to-plug compatible. 

Computer Optics 
Delivers Performance 

With Computer Optics you get performance 
that is state-of-the-art plus a list of options and 
features that make our great performanceeven 

i that will never exceed 8 devices.) 
Computer Optics 
Delivers Systems 
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Fishing, Forestry Policies Evaluated 

Special to CW feasibility and research stud- sion of the Bureau of Indian for the storage and analysis of 
TAHOLAH, Wash. —An in- ies. the evaluation of manage- Affairs (BIA) the real estate data is now un- 

teractive minicomputer is ment policies and to Simulate Allegations that the BIA had dor way. 
playing an important role in resource production models. mismanaged the Quinault re- I he Prime 400 aids the fish¬ 
helping the Quinault Indian The CPU. is configured with' sources sparked a Congressio- ery program by supporting 
Nation, located here on 256K bytes of main memory; nal probe of the situation and studies of salmon migrations. 
Washington's Olympic'Penin- one $0M-byte storage module resulted in four lawsuifs filed The system reportedly helps 
sola, to restore 190,000 acres disk; one 9-track, +5 in./9ec by the Indians against the bu- reduce delays in restocking 
of reservation land as manage- tape drive;' one 200 Iirte/min reau. and minimizes mortality 
able forest pioperty. ’ printer; three phone ports; Today, the Quinaults are re- losses 

The Prime Computer, Inc. 'seven terminals and four ' ported ly trying to restore their More than 20 fishery appli- 
400 CPU was installed in June Prime Execuports. land and reduce their federal cations are planned. They in- 
1977 to maintain forestry and The Quinaults primarily use dependence by establishing elude analysis of . the relation . ,. 
fishery records, analyze'field Fortran.' .They also write in .tribal-controlled forestry pro- between stock density and Quinaults 
data and provide information Cobol and Basic and plan to grams, fisheries and business- salmon production, formula- Irons -Tal 
germane to land acquisition. . add an RPC-11 package. cs; acquiring more land; and lion of salmon diets and anal- tion cor.'l> 
The system was also intended The Prime _1. -L 
to support the development of pected fo-support a compi 

expected to help evaluate 

lv used b’ 
ased 1501 

impleme 

education program 
that will help train Quinaults 
to assume full responsibility 
for management of their reser- 

Inventory of Resources 
The Quinault forestry pro- 

_T gram maintains an inventory 
For seven years, the Quin- of available resources that en- 

aults had relied on an outside tails the use of satellite and 
time sharing service that re- aerial photographs in generat- 
portedly required several days ing map overlays and color- 
to deliver information to res- coded summaries to represent 
ervation management. But the vegetation patterns. 

UPGRADE YOUR 
TELEPRINTER 

TO A 1200 BAUD 
tALLY PRINTER 

TERMINAL lowing the Quinaults more and brush species, as well as 
time for data analysis a*nd pol- slope and soil data, is 
icy development. * routinely collected during 

_ , _ field surveys' 
Salmon Economy A(„r lhl. jnfl)rnution is a)|. 

The lives of the Quinault In- lee ted. it M»«processed and -ana- 
dians historically have been ly/ed with the Prime 400 mini, 
tied to the salmon that return The system is also used to de- 
to their rivers each year. The vVlop feasibility studies indi¬ 
runs of chinook, coho, chum, eating which forestry * and 
steelhead and blueback sal- fishery projects have the best 
mon formed the basis of the chances for commercial sue- 
Quinaults1 economy. cess. 

The Indian nation settled •_ Tlw Prime 400 measures and 
along the Olympic river banks tracks timber harvesting uper- 
in small family groups to har- ations and assists in a number 

There wasj no formal govern-" According to the Quinaults, 
ment, and land ownership was one benefit of the system is 
an alien concept. The land, that it strengthens' profes- 
ocean and rivers were part of a sional discipline among their 
spiritual and cultural heritage resource managers. In the 
that could not be bought or process of transforming raw 
sold. information-into usable, data, 

By the- late 1700s, the the staff not only must be 
Quinaults’ wav of life had aware of thr need to collect the 
changed-drastically as a result information efficiently: they 
of explorations by the Span- must also specify the assump- 
ish, English and Russians, • tions behind their decisions, 
who hunted for furs and Taking action without adc- 
searched for the fabled North- quote information is a danger- 
west Passage. The U.S. ac-. ous pjactice that cart result in 
qtiired nearly a third of the serious consequences, ac- 
Olympic Penisula in 1855 and. cording to Gary 5. Morislyma, 
two decades later, President technical advisor to the 

Grant established Quinault Nation’s department 
•s within the penin- of natural resources and eco- 
Quinault reserva- nomic development. "The 

Prime system helps us make 
_the coarse, grav- the right decisions in our ef- 

elly soil of the Qpinault land fort to rehabilitate and manage 
was largely unfit for agricul- our reservation's natural re- 
tural use, the federal govern- sources.” 

Quinaults in an attempt to as- Land allotment practices 
similate the Indians into the have fragmented the Quinault 
mainstream of American life. Nation, making management 

Virtually all of die land was of the forestry program diffi- 
allotted by 1933. By that time, .cult. However, a consolidation 
many millions of dollars effort involving land pur- 
worth of timber had been har- chases, and cooperative man- 
vested from the reservation's agement of private properties 
forest areas under the supervi- and relying on the Prime mini 

Now, at new low prices! 

And fast, fast delivery. 

• Quietest 
• Fastest-true 1200 Baud throughput, 

log on as a-CRT 
• Downstream loadable, KSR and RO 
• 300 through 9600 Baud 
• Tabletop or stand mounted 
• LED column/line readout 
• Quick-Tear—stops forms wastage 

Write or call for our brochure. Tally Corp., 8301 S. 180th 
St.. Kent. WA 98031. (206) 2b I-5524.'Or contact your 
regional Tally sales office: San Francisco 
(415) 254-8350. Boston (617) 272-8070. 

California 714-752*104 
Mew Jersey 201 2631161 
Dallas 214-387-0025 
Chicago 312-449-3060 

Branch 
Offices: 

San Fran. 415*56-7551 
Los Angeles 213-383*392 
Irvine 714-7526104. 
Seattle 206-453*200 
Houston 214-387.0025 
Tulsa 214-387*025 
Indianapolis 317-2481430 
Cleveland 216-289*028 
Detroit 312-449-3060 
Philadelphia 609-429-2100 
N.Y. City 212*32-2935 
Boston 617237-4343 
Wash. D.C. 301-974*649 

Ulysses 
300 sq i 

Tally Corporation. 
8301 S. 180th St.. 
Kent, WA 98031 
(206) 251-5524 

Computer Optics Inc. 
Berkshire Industrial Park 

Bethel Connecticut 06801 
800-2431314 In CT 744-6720 
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the model TD820 and ode is the-Model 
TD830. 

This system has allowed the 
Treasurer's Office to offer a direct pay¬ 

Consulting Service 
In addition to reconciling agency 

checks and verifying warrants issued 
by the various state agencies, the com¬ 
puter staff of. the Treasurer's Office 
also provides a voluntary consulting 
service for these agencies. 

Every year, a listing is run for the Of¬ 
fice of the Secretary of State to segre¬ 
gate those corporations in Massachu¬ 
setts that haven't paid their annual re¬ 

in order to obtain the maximum re¬ 
turn on the funds the Treasurer s Of- 

The kit costs $550 (Canadian) from 
Mair at 40 Beech St, Ottawa. Ont 
klS 3J6. Canada. 

On-Line Mini Gives Treasurer Three Dividends 
-srsv. ■sstsarw-. juwnsrtgvs £=3gss£!s sumption that the banks would pro- verification in the event discrepancies Since the checks are returned on a ment by telecop,er and issues a new 
videP full reconciliation services, occur either in the check number or weekly basis, the Treasurers Office check. 
whether or not the agency had com- the amount encoded by the banks. It waits a maximum or seven oays ror a Retirement Management 
puler capabilities. Crane explained. provides a safeguard feature against cashed chec^ C"ne Th „,irement management portion 
yi -T- • office howpvpr ar -innliratp njvments as wclL iKflt any cashed check can be retrieved 8 ., The Treasurer s Office, however, ac- duplicate payments as weiL j 0f the system stores information on 

- cooled a bid of 3 cents per item thanks m 24 h.ours , 7^_arrounK of all oast -J 

sSgr 

ees, an option that became available 
for retired state employees as well last 
March. "The direct deposit -program 
for retirees is already the largest.of its 
kind in New England region, and 
when all the interstate link-ups are 
completed sometime this year, it is esti¬ 
mated that it will be the largest system 

wealth, the investment officer must 
know what the Treasurer's Office is 
taking in and paying out on a daily ba- 

Through the use of the computer, in¬ 
formation with respect to the warrants 
drawn up and payable weekly and the 
checks cashed daily for the Treasurer's 
Office and the agencies is instantly 
available, he said. 

After reviewing.a daily statement of 
money paid out and funds taken in, 
the investment officer can make effec¬ 
tive investment decisions. 

tools enabled the investment division 
of the Treasure's Office to have earn¬ 
ings in excess of $31.1 million. 

Kit Expands PDP-11 
OTTAWA - An upg: ade kit for Digi¬ 
tal Equipment Corp. PDP-11/03 mini¬ 
computers *has been announced by 
K.O. Mair Associates Ltd. ^ 

space and to increase'PDP-11/03 ca¬ 
pacity from a four-slot to an eight-slot 
backplane. The backplane will report-. 



□3 Computerworld 

IRVINE. Calif. - A 128K-word by 
12-bit semiconductor memory for the 
Digital Equipment Corp. POP-8/A 
minicomputer is being offered by Ples- 
sey Peripheral Systems. 
The PM-S8A hex card memory re¬ 

portedly plugs directly into the CPU' 
chassis and occupies a single slot, pre¬ 
cluding the need for an additional 

Mimi '79 Set 
At End of May 
In Switzerland 

Designed to replace DEC's MS8-C 

pacity. the PM-S8A is available in 
eight depopulated versions ranging 

Features include a battery backup 
power supply and switch-selectable 
addressing. The unit is hardware- and 
software-compatible with the PDP-8/- 
A and all DEC peripherals, according 

• ^he^-M^SSA with 128K words of 
memory costs $4,470 from'Plessey Pe¬ 
ripheral Systems. 174oo Daimler. Ir¬ 
vine. Calif'. 92714. 

SUNNYVALE. Calif. - A tree 
c*4-page winter catalog from Mini¬ 
computer . Accessories Corp. de¬ 
scribes more than 800 products. 

binders offered by the firm. 
Other products available include 

print wheels, computer paper, 
binders, programmers aids and me¬ 
dia storage cabinets designed for se¬ 
curity and protection.according to a 
spokesman 

The catalog also offers a line of DP 
furniture, in-stock cables and con¬ 
nectors available on a 24 -hour ship¬ 
ment basis, plus cables designed 
and built on a modified standard or 
custom-built basis, the spokesman 

New to the company s product 

line are flexible disks sold in bulk 
quantities ot cO. 200 and 400. These 
ho frills disks tome in vinyl jack¬ 

ets to .help cut the cost of the usual 
prepackaging in envelopes and file 
boxes, according to the firm. 

Another addition to the catalog is 
the Minicomputer Accessories Type 
Cleaner that reportedly allows a 

face m Ip minutes without leaving 
residue that might clog the printer 
mechanism. 

‘ The company ships most orders 
within 24 hours from either rts Cali- 
lomia warehouse or its New Jersey 
warehouse. The tree catalog is 
available through Department P-10. 

lit. *94080. 

MOS on Card 

High-Density Memory 
Compatible With PDP-8/A 

Free Catalog Offered 

New titles on now topics 
from Petroceiii Books. . 
distributed by McGraw-Hill 

ZURICH. Switzerland — The Fifth 
Annual International Symposium on 
Mini and Microcomputers and Their 
Applications (Mimi '79) will be held at 
the Kongresshaus Zurich May 22-25. 
Sponsored by the International Soci¬ 

ety for Mini and Microcomputers, the 
symposium is intended as an interna¬ 
tional forum for the presentation and 

pects of minis and juntos anJ their ap- 

List of Topics 
The list of topics to be covered at the 

symposium include hardware, soft- 
. ware engineering, distributed process¬ 
ing, computer networks, maintenance 
anJ management of software and edu- 

manufacturing, transportation and 
business will also be discussed. 

Inquiries and' proposals can be 
directed to the Secretary. Mimi 79, 
P.O. Box 354, CH-8053 Zurich. Swit¬ 
zerland. 

'Notes' on Multibus 
Free From Mupro 
SUNNYVALE- Calif. - Available 

free of charge, a series of notes in¬ 
tended to inform and aid anyone uti¬ 
lizing Intel Corp.'s Multibus is being 
offered by Mupfti Corp., manufac¬ 
turer of Multibus-compatible memory 

The MBC Memory Series Notes’’ 
begins with a note*addressing the "Im¬ 
portance of Error Detection.' illustrat- 

plores the 4300's 



Introducing the Sperry 

The Sperry Univac V77-800 Miniframe 
is the newest and most powerful mini we’ve 
ever built - a high performance, multi-use, 
general-purpose minicomputer system 
designed for both commercial and scientific 
data processing. It has a memory range 
from 128K bytes to 2 megabytes (with error 
correcting memory) and a 150 nanosecond 
CPU with integrated cache of 1024 bytes. 
Plus 12K bytes of user programmable writ¬ 

able control store. 
There’s an optional new high speed 64-bit 

floating point processor that works in con¬ 
junction with a new globally optimized ANS 
.77 FORTRAN. 

No wonder our three most important 
customers think so highly of it. 

OUR OEM CUSTOMERS KNOW WE 
DESIGNED IT JUST FOR THEM. 

The Miniframe is customer micropro- 
grammable. So an OEM can implement his 
own firmware packages. And with the many 
software packages we offer, the OEM can add 
all the bells and whistles he wants. 

The Miniframe comes with our largest 
instruction set ever. So OEM’s with their 
own software have much more flexibility 
in design. 

The Miniframe speaks PASCAL, the 
powerful new language for scientific, com¬ 
mercial, and system programming that most 
competitive systems still can’t speak. And 
of course, it also speaks COBOL, FORTRAN 
and RPGII. 

More good news is that the Miniframe 
is compatible with the rest of the V77 
product line. 

OUR SYSTEM HOUSE CUSTOMERS 
KNOW WE DESIGNED IT 
JUST FOR THEM. 

Naturally, system houses want all the 
features OEM’s do. And more. 

So we gave them more. 
More operating systems, for example. 

Choose from VORTEX or our new SUMMIT 
— an interactive, multi-terminal system with 
transaction processing and data base manage¬ 
ment. It gives you easy editing, screen for¬ 
matting, and documentation aids. Plus speedy, 
comprehensive program development. 

System houses also think PASCAL is 
important. Because it’s more efficient, easier 
to maintain, expand, and modify. 

The Miniframe brings systems builders a 
new query language called QL-77. It features 
inquire and report facilities. And interfaces 



Uni vac V77-800 
of our very best 

directly to TOTAL? the data base manage¬ 
ment system. So preprocessing and inter¬ 
mediate handling are a thing of the past. 
Finally, TOTAL also gives you complete' 
data base access and file access security. 

OUR END USER CUSTOMERS KNOW 
WE DESIGNED IT JUST FOR THEM. 

Take all the features we designed in for 
OEM’s and system houses and say ditto for 
the end user. 

But we didn’t stop there. We. also pressed 
a few special hot buttons justfor end users. 

Consider QL-77, for example. End users 
will love our new query language because 
it reduces the amount of application program¬ 
ming. By storing query language procedures 
right in the data base file. Where they can 
be easily and quickly recalled and executed 
at any time. 

Once again, SUMMIT, our new operating 
system, helps the end user handle trans¬ 
action processing. Without any additional, 

, expensive software. It’s also the right answer 
for a multi-tasking, “fully-implemented” 
distributed processing system. 

Finally, the Miniframe supports DCA 
and conventional protocols. S6 you can talk 
to both SPERRY UNIVAC and IBM hosts. 

YOU'LL KNOW WE DESIGNED THE 
MINIFRAME JUST FOR YOU. 

No matter what your application, no matter 
what your need, the Miniframe may .just be 
the answer. 

For more information, write to us at Sperry 
Univac Mini-Computer Operations, 2722 
Michelson Drive, Irvine, California 92713. 
Or call (714) 833-2400, ekt. 536. 

In Europe, write Headquarters, Mini- 
Computer Operations, London NW10 
8LS, England. 

In Canada, write Headquarters, Mini- 
Computer Operations, 55 City Centre Drive, 
Mississauga, Ontario, L5B1M4. 

We’re Sperry Univac. 
And our new Miniframe is going to solve 

some very big problems. 

spef*?v4=univac 
If * SPERRY UNM»C SA PVGCN OF 
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LSI-11 Gets Expanders ™"ch.esteJlFhjp™ Mix\ . 
MANSFIELD, Mass. — A serin of paipheral uulog-to- DlSk BOOStS ThfOUghpUt 40% 
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Falco Leaving Lear Siegler to Take Infoton Reins 
1KIAUrlM r _ t .. caico for. officer an innovator with a "Midas Falco founded the Data Products conglomerate last July.__ , ^ 

rgSSSjSSS =SSw5 SrSSSSsa asa**--? 
'■!siass3SS Analyses Show Soviet Chips 

he was named Infoton president, Falco widely reported in the industry press, j f . 11._ 
said the decision to leave Lear Siegler Falco claimed he knew little of the rela- A UpgH Ql IntClllCGnCe U313 
was a difficult one to make. Describing tionship between Moore andI Parkin- lal WiflVi VF & 
himself as an entrepreneur, Falco said son. He further stated he "did not , _ . classifv it" he stated. 
an equity posUion at Infoton made the know what The '”“re to be turned over to The press conference was called as 

His isss-r: £sgsp£S= 
• ” !dn- have l'f'-,h' COmPr.here swelpingZ“a. Infoton and®said Schmidt. The circuit information was pean countnes “Nodung has really 
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DEC-Type Mini 
Set This Week? 
SAN FRANCISCO - The fo 

traduction of a Na--- 
tor Corp.'s minicomputer that is plug 
compatible with Digital Equipment 
Corp.'s PDP-11 could occur as early as 

Another spokesman, who said the 

ncement was originally set* 
tuary. but was delayed 
Produced the 4300 series. 

on National Semi'S activi- 

mcentrating on assessing 
f the IBM line, the spokes-* 
ed. 
in the introduction of the 

the introduction of the DEC compati 
ble mini [CW. Oct. 9]. 

A federal court jpdge here recentl 
granted DEC's motion to transfer th 
case from California to N« 
Hampshire. 

DEC Going Ahead 
With Plant in Maine 

■ DEC in 
* 1976, b 

opted to lease a smaller pl« 
gusta until economic conditions were 
more favorable, a spokesman said. 

‘ ' In February 1978, the company post¬ 
poned the expansion indefinitely. It 
said then that the leased plant, which 
employs 325 people, was adequate for 

• is expected to be completed by late 
1980 will produce subassemblies and 
digital options. The labor force at the 

AM Gets Contract From SBS 

The AM ^system* whi 
pected to be ready in 

poses only. SBS can only offer the 

not the hardware, so our systt 
be used to demonstrate the • 

to Alan Easton. AMs 

After Reviewing about o. , _ 
posais, SBS chose AM because it is admitted 

readily available for the ir 
place, an SBS spokesman sai 

Part of Strategy 

strategy. The link with a 

•roposed system. Easton 

s will be gamed 

rming techniques. 
Ils for thr delivery 

ot sell hardware for 

Indatagestion! 
A special report on Source Data Entry in our April 23rd issue. 

We've come a long way since the days when banks of keypunch machines in 
climatically controlled office buildings accounted for the vast majority of all data 
being entered into the world's computer systems. 

Everywhere you go today there are new data entry devices — from bar codes to 
light pens to intelligent terminals to hand-held data recorders. And that's what 
we'll be looking at in our April 23rd special report. Source Doto Entry. 

Edited by Tim Scannell. this report will take a look at the state of the data entry 
art. new methods of data entry, predictions for future changes, and unusual or 
interesting ways in which computer users have solved various data entry 
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Model 204 DBMS 
What happens when you need to it's easy. For a complete system descrip- 

change your existing database to meet Our unequalled data indepen- tion, with case histories, clip your 
new information requirements—new dence makes any modification quick business card to this ad and send to 
data, new reports, new structures? and simple. And our high-level user Computer Corporation of America, 

With CCAs interactive Model language holds your development time 575 Technology Square, Cambridge, 
204 database management system, toa minimum: MA02139.617-491-3670. 

BECAUSE MANAGING DATA 
MEANS MANAGING CHANGE 

Computer Corporation of America 
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First-Quarter Net Rises 40% 

At Annual Meeting, HP Accents New Product 
By Molly Upton 

Special to CW 
SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Last year 

Hewlett-Packard Co. introduced a 
major new product twice a week, with 

flow. John A. Young, the company's 
president, told shareholders at the re¬ 
cent annual meeting here. 

In addition to highlighting operating 

six-year development cycle, it is HP's 
most expensive research and develop- 

Young told stockholders that the firm 
ranks ^mong the top five firms of the 
Fortune 500 in terms of R&D invest¬ 
ment ^s a percentage of sales, with 9% 
of the firm's revenues having, been in- 

mation to shareholders. Last ye 
Other concerns of the company are people, 7 

the expansion of lead times and the lege grad 
shortage of trained technical person- hopes tc 

Raw Goods: Need to Worry? 

rived from products developed within founders, 
the past five years." -. " 

Pointing to the HP 3809 on display at 

magement from HPs I 
____1 Packard and William 
R. Hewlett, to Young. Although Pack¬ 
ard opened and closed the meeting. 
Young disclosed the bulk of the infor- 

CalComp’s miniperipheral service engineers 
won’t turn into monsters when they have to work late. 

singlehandedly. 

DEC and DG compatible periph¬ 
eral we sell - up to 24 hours a day. 
7 days a"week-depending upon 

or DC-compatible peripherals —and 
outstanding service to keep them 
up and running —call our Mini 
peripheral Marketing Group at<7141 

@©©®<s>©© 
California Computer Products, Inc. 

sole purpose is to help ou 

CalComp mini peripherals: Because who knows what evil lurks? 

ability may be in question if another 
nvasion takes place, he observed. 
After the last disruption of the cop. 

>er mines in Shaba-(cobalt is a deriVa- 
ive of copper), some cobalt distribu- 
ors rationed cobalt to buyers at 70% of 
he amount they purchased prior to 
he invasion. 
The U.S. now imports more than 30% 

much like the Organization of Petro¬ 
leum Exporting Countries (Opec). 
This cartel could disrupt the supply of 

Some western European nations have 
already begun examining their policies 
on stockpiling strategic materials. 

Frances current strategic materials 
stockpile is believed to be valued at 
more than S70 million. The French 
government has reportedly committed 
SI2 million annually to build its stock¬ 
pile over the five years beginning in 

The U.S. currently stockpiles about . 
90 different materials. Szuprowicz 
said, adding that the actual purchase 
price of the U.S.'s current stockpile ex¬ 
ceeds S8 billion. 

Congress has authorized the Depart¬ 
ment of Defense (DOD) to stockpile a 
three-year supply of critical material in 









Research 0| 
At Digital 

^ ^ C«»ii»Ilu AhJ You should have a PhD or equivalent in 
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Mxxlunities 
I Digital Equipment Corporation, the world's leading.producer 

of interactive computer systems, is engaged in a wide variety 
of ongoing research projects. We maintain our leadership 
through constant innovation and currently need a number of 
research-oriented individuals to aid our explorations. If you 
want to define state-of-the-art, come to the company where 
it is happening—Digital. Research these opportunities. 

---pplica- 
Computer experience is a plus. Strong 

and computer industries is desirable. 

Computer 
Technologist 
Here is an exciting opportunity for a person 
with broad technical and business experi¬ 
ence to coordinate the introduction and 
transfer of new technology relevant to 
computer systems. Typical tasks include 
working with external inventors and other 
corporations to help assess and transfer 
technology into the corporation. Coordinat¬ 
ing and matching the business needs of 
various product lines with the technical 

' ments of products will also be in- 
Our research and development 

nents and other technical personnel 
available as resources. 

The ideal candidate will be degreed, and 
‘ pificant experience in engineering/ 

(ideally electrical engineering) 
and business. Success in this job requires a 
solid background in computing, a breadth 
' fence/engineering expertise, and an 

irstanding of business considerations. 

Computer Aided 
Instruction Reseacher 

seeking a professional to plan and 
_, j a research project which will lead 
to a series of products m the area of compu¬ 
ter aided instruction. Our goal is to use 
computer technology to increase the quality 

This wUluivoIve wor^*^^51* 
_____ rith other project personnel to insure that 
ild also be highly desirable. In addition, the components will fit together and 

the overall architectural specifications. 
The prototype system will be developed as 
a series of brae levels with the previous 
base level being used on a daily basis by 

Office Information 
Systems Program 
developing prototypes of computer h 
ware/software systems for future office 
environments * This program is now being 
expanded and has the following current 
openings. Ityou have interest and experi- 

directly applicable experience 
A knowledge of both hardware_ 
is needed, including demonstrated compe¬ 
tence in programming and system engineer¬ 
ing. 

Word Processing 
Integration 
This person will be responsible for incor- 

l.'rhiswiffinvoive0 

and several years directly applicable experi¬ 
ence are required. A demonstrated ability 
in software development is also necessary. 
Experience with any of the following would 
be a plus: office procedures, office applica¬ 
tions software, graphics terminals and 

_i area. This is ar 
„ _i development positic 

located in Merrimack, New Hampshire. 
A Bachelor's degree in computer science, 
or the equivalent, and at least 3 years 
of related experience are required. The 

m software development and be able to work 
without dose supervision. A 1--* 

i variety of subjects, inducting but not limited 
to education about computers themselves. 
Candidates should have a graduate level 
' ‘ " i-depth 

Prototype 
System Integration 
This person will take hardware and software 
components from other projects within the 

If you are interested and qualified in any 
of the above positions, please forward 

to John DiPietro, Digital Equipment Cor¬ 
poration, Dept. A3123807.146Main Street, 
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. We are an 
equal opportunity employer m/f. 

EfflUDin 





Finally, your chance to be in the 
right place at the right time! Our 
new GTE facility in Phoenix has a 
number of ground-floor career 
opportunities offering the best in 
technical challenge and a way of life 
unlike anything you've ever 
experienced. 

Our mission - to tame the challenge 
of multi-microprocessor software 
design . . . and that's only the 
beginning. 

We're currently offering a number of 
career opportunities to individuals 
degreed in Computer Science, 
Electrical Engineering or related 
disciplines in the following areas: 

ON-LINE SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT 

Operating System Software 
Responsible for task scheduling, in¬ 
put/output status control and 
message handling software. 

Call Processing and 
Administrative Software 
Involved in all areas of call 
processing application and the 
analysis and initialization of system 
software for traffic and switch 
network management functions. 

On-line Recovery and 
Diagnostic Software 
Design of common control recovery 
and diagnostic software and 
development of system recover > 
and diagnostics of line and trunk 
facilities, service circuits and digilal 
network complex. 

Write to us today. 
Manager of Recruiting 
Dept. CMW226 
( J"a AUTOmATIC ELECTRIC 
l_LL3 LABORATORIES 
11226 Sorth 23rd A-.t. 
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SOFTWARE PROFESSIONALS 

Wang offers a truly enviable record of 
success. Our record-breaking company 
growth Is based on the personal growth 
of our people. Our talented profession¬ 

als are dedicated to building sophisti¬ 
cated, innovative computer systems 

that meet reat user needs. Their future 
at Wang is secure. 

Don't wait any longer. Choose the 
company that really knows what having 

the edge is all about: WANG. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Language Developers 
The VS Language Development De¬ 
partment has openings for people to do 
the design, implementation, enhance¬ 
ment, and maintenance of the following 
products: BASIC, PL/1, COBOL and 
FORTRAN compilers, plus at least one 

M^.M^.r«Sand 
several DBMS support compilers. There 
are several openings as the task or pro¬ 
ject leader, senior systems programmer, 
systems programmer, and junior 
systems programmer level in a depart¬ 
ment whose standards of excellence are 
demanding, offering unique profession¬ 
al challenges daily. 

Systems Software Programmer 
Our Advanced Computer Development 
Group is looking for a top-notch Systems 

include analysis, design, implementa¬ 
tion, maintenance, and documentation 
of systems software components such 
as the operating system, compilers, 
system utility programs, data base 
management, and networking manage- 

is position offers excellent profession- 
growth and advancement opportuni- 
s. Necessary qualifications include 

Systems Software Analyst Product 
Integration Specialist 
Our Advanced Computer Development 
Group is looking for a top-notch systems 
analyst with good analytical and 
communication skills to assist in the 
complex task of integrating current 
development activity with defined 
product goals and existing proven 
software structures. Working on 
Wang's new 32-bit Virtual Memory 

ware development for a major n 
facturer's general purpose com 

If you really want to be effective 
tributing to state-of-the-art com 
systems development, this is th 

Computer Architecture Designers 
and Microprogrammers 
You have a good background in digital 
circuit design, preferably with some 
hands-on experience in designing 
computers for general purpose non¬ 
numeric computation. You have a basic 
understanding of systems software such 
as operating systems, compilers, or 
data base management systems and are 
interested in solving hardware/software 
tradeoffs. You have strong program¬ 
ming and microprogramming experience 
and are familiar with the leading 
microprocessors and their applications. 
If you have a background in systems 

cess mg, and especially peripheral 
interfacing, we want to talk with you. 

Data Base 
Professionals 
This is a highly visible and creative 
position In or Advanced Systems 
Software Development Group. You’ll 
provide:'easy-to-use" end user inter¬ 
faces for a major new offering in inte¬ 
grated business computer systems. 
Build major new DBMS! Get into page 
formats, indexing schemes, and pointer 
arrays! Creatively solve the interface 

track record in defining and implement¬ 
ing state-of-the-art end user oriented 
software. You are already a top-notch 
implementor of system software who 
looks forward to working with some of 

DON'T LOSE 
YOUR TECI—CAL EDGE. 

CALL US COLLECT ANYTIME BETWEEN 9am & 5pm 

(617) 851-4111, ext.2798 
OR DROPUS A LINE-- 

ns of languagefs). I am thoroughly 

Attach your resume, and mail to Elaine Rosenburg, 
Wang Laboratories, Inc., One Industrial Avenue, 
Lowell, MA01851. 

WANG 
Word Processing 
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INTRODUCE 
YOURSELF 
TO OUR SUCCESS 
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Live in sunny Austin, Texas, an 
noted for its lakes and year-roui 
recreational activity. With its cl 
air, low taxes, and lack of urban 
gesiion, Austin is ranked as one 
10 most livable cities in the United 
States. Texas Instruments’ rapidly 
expanding computer product facility 
in Austin needs qualified, experienced 
software technical writers to assume 
lead writer responsibilities. Coordi¬ 
nate, research and write computer 
programmer guides, users’ manuals, 
etc. from development data and 
personal interviews. Must be familiar 
with operating systems structure and 
programming languages. 

All positions require a college degree 
(or equivalent experience) and a 
minimum of 3 years’ directly related 
writing experience. TI offers competi¬ 
tive salaries and a full line of benefits 
including company paid relocation. 

If you have talent, experience and a 
keen interest in making the most of 
your career, we have the challenge 
and the opportunity for you. Call us 
now to schedule an interview. Call 
collect (512) 250-7440 during normal 
business hours, or send your resume 
in confidence to: P. O. Box 2909, 
M.S. 2146/Austin, TX 78769/Attn: 
Ernie Holmes. 

Texas Instruments 

PROFESSIONAL CHALLENGE 
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Our toughest competitor is... 

Sperry ^pumvac 
Computer Aided Dfli|» 

Requires a BSCS with a minimum ot 3 years experience including computer aided 
design. Responsibilities will include development of software and software enchance¬ 

ment for in-house CAD'systems. 

Requires a BSCS or comparable background. 1 % years experience with at 
L least one computer and assembler language, coding, flow charting, checkout 

of programs, program documentation, able to operate with close supervision. 

Requires a BSCS or equivalent with a minimum of 5 years minicom¬ 
puter experience. Knowledge of compiler development maintenance Ssibilities will include maintenance enhancement of 

uage processorsfe.g. COBOL, RPG II. PASCAL). 

Test Engineering 
quires a BSEE or BSCS and a minimum of 3 years 
snce in assembly language and microprogramming 
posure to operating system intervals and (O dr.^er 
jftwares.' Responsibilities will include design and 
velopment of user-oriented programs and firmware 

to support on-line diagnostic and test systems 
design and development of data base structures. 
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Find what 

you want in 
Computer- 

world's 

classifieds. 

Professionalism. 

J At Ciber, itfs a way oflife. C 
For 5 years, Ciber has been providing data processing professionals to the 
business community for consulting purposes. We’ve grown and seen many 
changes In that tlmp but one element has remained constant-our commitment 
to professionalism. 

Professionalism at Ciber means many things. Like paying top salaries instead 
Of promising them. And advancing your career, not Just your title. We could go 
on and on, but you get the picture. 

A future with us holds more than ordinary promise... It provides you with the 
opportunity and training to go as far as your talents can take you. We pride our¬ 
selves on our ability to attract key Individuals In the EDP field and provide a 
wide range of career Opportunities for all levels of experience from Programmer 
to Consultant. Our excellent benefits Include medical and dental coverage, 
profit sharing and tuition reimbursement. We have immediate openings for: 

SYSTEMS CONSULTANT 
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT 

PROJECT LEADER 

<B<K- 

SYSTEMS PLANNER 
DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING 

$32,000 nm 
H4RDWME/$0Fnr4(l/NfTW0lt(MG 









Your Career 
Path Leads To 

Honeywell-Phoenix 

Software positions are currently available in the following ai 

d File Access System (lopcal I/O) Management System Based Upon CODASYl 
Specifications 

Systems Development and Test 

SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMERS/ANALYSTS 

UNITED*6 aTrUNES 



We started it all. 
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214 630-6700 

AAM 

dataserv 
COMPUTER MARKET PLACE 

BUY & SELL 
BURROUGHS 

So-40 

m 360 

ffsis 
sYSt«*1 32-3A 

i 

I 

33 
comw/co 

NCR USERS 

Call Toll Free dataserv equipment inc. 
800/328-2406 9901 Wayzata Blvd. P.O. Box 9488 
Of 612/544-0335 Minneapolis, Minn, 55440 

BARRETT 
CAPITAL 
Si LEASING 
CORPORATION 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
Domestic & Export 

DEC LSI—11 Products 
A tull and complete line 

with software support available. 

mini Computer 
Suppliers, Inc. 

IHL 25 CHATHAM ROAD 
■ SUMMIT. NEW JERSEY 07901 

SINCE 1973 

(201) 277*6150 Telex 13*6476 

AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY 

370/155J or K - Undatted 
370/155J or K - Datted 

370/155 Memory (IBMAMS-CMIAr 



AVAILABLE TODAY 
FROM INVENTORY 

Mart Collard & Randy Pratt 

214/630-6700 

^Mpioneer Computer Marketing 
1165 Empire Central Place. Dallas. TX 75247_ 
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ucu 
MOVING SALE 

DATALEASE will be moving to larger facilities 
to consolidate our operations and serve our 
customers better. Take advantage of Discounted 
Pricing on all equipment in stock. We’d Rather 
Sefl M Than Move It I!1 

high-performance 
| fourth generation 

POP 11/70 - 5 To Choose From 
POP 11/60 - 4 In Stock - MOS and CORE 

11/34,11/05, 11/04,11/03 

DISC DRIVES 

TAPE DRIVES 

MISC. MODULES 
A sampling of Modules from our Huge Inventory: 
DRUB, DR11C, DR11K, DL11, DM11, 0011, 
KW11, M9301, DH11, DZ11, KW11, KT11, KE11, 
DD11, CR11, RH11, BA11, MMTiDP, MS11JP 

Call the “DATALEASE HOTLINE” 
for Immediate Quote and Delivery 

800-854-0359 

fiat more out of 
your series 70 

Sys/3 
BUY OR LEASE 

SERIES/1 
LEASE NOW 

SAVE $$ 

When 
you plan to 
BUY or SELL 
your 
computer 
equipment... 

Go Greyhound 
WANT TO BUY: 

370/138,370/148,370/158 

GREYHOUND 
COMPUTER CORPORATION 

FOR SALE 
IBM SYSTEM/34 

MODEL (23 

158 
transactions 
Don’t make any decisions 
without contacting Dataserv 

Buy, sel lease or sub-lease 
We’re changing the way companies buy. 
sell and lease their IBM computers 

dataserv 







Meet The Family 

The oldest (two years) is CA-DYNAM/D, 
our Disk Space and Catalog 
Management System. Great for saving 
space, increasing throughput and 
saving programmer time, CA-DYNAM/D 
already has over 700 DOS, DOS/VS 
users around the world. 

The middle one is CA-DYNAM/T, 
-Tape Library Control System. It's on 
close to 600 DOS, DOS/VS installations 
- although it’s only just over a year old. 

User Benefits: full tape security, 
simplified tape processing, and greater 
programming and operations 
productivity. 

The child prodigy is CA-DYNAM/FI, 
CA's recent contribution to 
programmers Lib'. 

CA-DYNAM/FI, A “File 
Independence" facility, frees the 
DOS/VS programmer from the shackles 
of the system. Allows him to handle 
files freely between various device 
types without modification of programs. 
CA-DYNAM/FI works hand in hand with 
its siblings for further performance 
benefits. 

Send us the coupon and we'll send 
you information on one or all of the 
CA-DYNAM products. For faster 
service, call us ... today I 

(PS: Don't miss our position 
announcements-on page 5.) 

MAIL THE COUPON 
OR CALL TOLL-FREE 

800-221-4767 

CA-DYNAM/D 
CA-DYNAM/T 
CA-DYNAM/FI 


